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PRE-PROPULSION
as the Drive of the Virgin Atom

b y  G la d ys  / •  S p e a r m a n - C o o k

L L  N O W  IS  O N  T H E  
Levitational Plane of ariel 
dynamics, where soul is going 
to move with the Hierarchial 
Inflow, and perceive of truths 
he never dreamt of before.
For the Theocratic Laws are 
being harnessed, and the Solar 
creational ability of the 
Central Sun’s reality is also 
being captured and perceived.
With the Hierarchial Word, as 
the mortuary meal of the Last 

Supper, now brought to Holy expansive revelation. For 
this now is the Road of Ascension, that brought into birth 
by capturing the Glory of the Midnight Sun in belief and 
active theory.

Drawing forth of all the holy wealth from out of the 
depths of the Fount, that a rising up and driving forth, 
opens the way to further rebirth onto greater Planes of 
Light. For the circling of the Solar Divinity around the 
Colure Path of the Earth, is the World whirling on its 
Axis, to be Spcrmed into reborn life. The rebirth at mid
night is the return of the Mighty Solar LORD from his 
complete journey around the Path of the Hierarchial 
Celestial Glories, making HIM full of Enceinte LIGHT.
Each One giving forth of their wealth, that in the pouring 
forth of their Generating Source, the Breath is full of 
Prismatic Glory. Therefore, the Virgin making her new 
Propulsive Drive, is driving the Virgin Atom through all 
the Divine Celestial signs, to give and partake at the 
bewitching hour of midnight. For having carried her 
wealth up to her LORD in the heights, she returns at 
midnight to begin her labours all over again. Driving the 
mighty Cosmic inbirth of the Horae, that which ever 
spins the dynamic magnitude of Evolutionary Propulsion.
Therefore, as she runs down the glorious stairway of 
LIGHT, the transference of the subconscious into the 
conscious, she must make sure she does not lose a shoe.
Thereby only bringing back the Fire and not the conscious 
perception, finding herself blind, until her LORD is able 
to Fire her comprehension into awakened rebirth. Then 
through the full cycling of the Solar alchemicalisation, 
the onity of reunion will have caused the serpent to 
swallow his own tall, and replenish the wonders of the 
mind.

The Central Sun Infinity
This is the internal reverence of the Central Son 

frequency, now alight with the mighty Eternal FACE of 
Divinity. (Through your mind you are building up the 
Eternal FACE of Divinity). Whereby all can recapture 
the Atomic Fires and transmute mind into Atomic Light, 
expanding the glories of the day. While the Virgin, now 
enceinte with the Royal sperming LOVE of the Holy 
Divinity, is now to be the continual revolution of the 
revolving Infinity, from the Central Son to the NORM.

Continued on Page 3 (For caption sec page 3)
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Cunar 19ibralionsEditorial ♦♦ ♦* ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦

W E were very interested to receive, recently, a cutting 
from one of the daily newspapers, dealing with the so- 
called moon soil nnd its effects upon certain earth 

orgunisim. According to this urtidc the scientists at Houston’s 
manned space centre arc puzzled by the death of three types of 
earth bacteria, shortly after they had been exposed to lunar soil. 
This soil bad been obtained by boring a number of inches beneath 
the moon's surface, and therefore yielded material which had not 
been exposed to solar radiation nnd other forces.

♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦♦

★  ★ ★ ★
B UT wc must remember that this

is not just happening outside
of ourselves, this is what is con
tinually happening to the Divine 
Breath as it pours down from the 
Central Sun, to feed us with new 
life. Our minds are not active and 
elevated enough, to receive it in its

★  ★  ★  ★  
rpHIS discovery by no means 
*  puzzled us, for it is merely 
coming back to our explanation of 
the idiocy of moon-worship, where 
the soul only breathes in of deadly, 
negative vibrations, instead of the 
spiritual life-giving force of the 
Sun. You do not have to go to the 
moon to be affected by its con
ditions ; the mere fact that you arc 
thinking about it, or living in the 
lunar desires of the earth, will bring 
its reaction. Lunar vibrations ARE 
poisonous, for they destroy the 
Solar Fire in the Breath, and cause 
u gradual calcification of the body, 
both mentally and physically.

It is because man has remained 
in the lunar world by his Saturnis- 
ed mind-belief, that the Earth has 
become impoverished, so we now 
have false chemical fertilisers being 
used to poison the soil even more, 
in a vain attempt to rectify the 
situation. The only way to rejuven
ate the soil is to draw the Solar 
Rays into it, and you do this by 
opening up your mind to the Great 
Solar Divinity, and allowing Him 
to manifest through the channel of 
your mind. The more determined 
your belief, the greater will be the 
manifestation.

But not only does this refer to the 
outward condition of the earth, but 
also to the inner spiritual ‘earth’ of 
the soul, the basic etheric founda
tion in which seeds of new wisdom 
must be continually sown, and 
blossomed into the radiance of 
cosmic mind light. The soul becom
es sensitised to the Higher Powers ; 
he begins to labour in his mind to 
try and perceive the great Divine 
Plan of Creation, and the part 
that he must play. He becomes as 
John, the husbandman, who must 
tend the vines until all is brought to 
fruition, and he then becomes the 
lesus. he who has mastered the 
Winds and the Waves, the mighty 
Elements of life. All representing 
the changing vibrational status of 
the soul, as it brings the wisdom 
into its fulness of mind conscious
ness and practical application.

While on this subject of lunar 
illusion, let us look at another 
theory upon its creation, given over 
by some learned scientist in 
Australia. He has come up with 
the idea that the moon is a ‘frozen

S P I R I T U A L
COM M UNISM

(This explanation was given during (he course of the Lecture delivered on 
Sunday evening the 3rd of March, 1970).

SPIRITUAL Communism is the Great Hierarchial Brotherhood, 
as the unity of the Celestial Heights, seeking to give unto the 

depths of Divine Love. What you are seeing upon the Earth is 
but the illusion of the Reality. True Communism is the very 
internal Heart Glory of Divinity; it is Love in all its Divine 
Royalty.

chunk’ of the earth’s primitive 
atmosphere, while the earth itself 
was also a ‘frozen chunk’ of the 
sun’s primitive atmosphere; all 
being brought about by the gradual 
rising of the atmospheric tempera
ture which eventually expanded 
and was driven outward into its 
new environment.

From the point of view of the 
truth, this is of course utter rubbish, 
yet if he had only taken his theory 
from a spiritual angle, and not a 
physical, how right he could have 
been, for he has cleverly explained 
the Fall of man from his divine 
status into the density of the lunar 
world of earth.

Where, by his turning to the 
desires of the flesh, and all its 
accompanying sensations, he lost 
his solar status of an ethereal 
being, and fell into the lunar world 
of density and calcification. He 
would not return the electrical 
Uranian Fires to the heights, as 
Divine Mind Light, thus the mag
netic world was formed and gravity 
became established, as trapped 
element life. Free the elements from 
the atmosphere, and you have no 
atmosphere, neither have you any 
density nor gravity! Electricity 
and gravity are but the two 
polarities of one another, and can 
be perceived in the mighty electric
al power of the Aurora Borealis 
pouring its Stream of Life into the 
depths, but only to be turned into 
its negative magnetic creation, 
directly it enters into the earth’s 
atmosphere.

positive Uranian creation, thus we 
drag it, and its Inner Divine Fiery 
Glory, down to the negative 
creation of itself, and hold it firmly 
trapped in our lunar embrace.

Thus the mystery of Pluto in the 
underworld, of Uranus being over
thrown by Saturn, of Christ being 
buried in the tomb, and many other 
legends besides. This wisdom has 
been known for countless ages, but 
papalism has ruthlessly destroyed 
such knowledge, and forced man to 
live in the blackness of its own 
blood-stained and poverty-stricken 
pit.

Only now, by Merope becoming 
the Channel for the Great Hierar
chial Powers to work through, has 
all been retrieved. Mankind will 
be forced to change their ways, or 
have the whole of their inner etheric 
wealth taken back, whereby they 
become just a blank atomic crea
tion, right back where they started 
in the beginning.
_ -The only answer to life now, is 

/to turn to the Solar Powers and 
seek to build up an elevated mind 
consciousness of the great Realms 
of the Heights. As you believe, and 
tread into manifestation, so will 
you become. It is as simple as that, 
and yet it is so simple that the 
majority cannot grasp it, but still 
seek for some complicated form of 
ritual and dogma.

An Occultist is one who is 
abiding by the Natural Laws of the 
Cosmos, he is living life from a 
cosmic viewpoint, his actions are

performed from a cosmic view
point. he is not interested in the 
passing success of the earth, but 
only in unfolding his mind into yet 
greater realms of Divine Illumina
tion. It is not something you can 
take exams for, nor obtain a 
Degree i n ; it is purely LIVING 
LIFE SPIRITUALLY, and follow
ing intently the Path of the Divine 

it Laws.
This is where the mind and the 

heart must be locked together in 
vibrational unity, for if you take 
the Word only as intellectual know
ledge, and have no heart-purpose 
of actually wanting to live it, then 
you are only stealing the Fire from 
the Wisdom, and as Prometheus, 
you will be chained to the magnetic 
world, until you have paid back 
every last drop, and this can only 
be done by turning the raw Fire 
into Solar Light by mind struggle. 
If you take the Wisdom then you 
become responsible for it, so take 
care you do not bum your fingers, 
out of idle curiosity or mere 
intellectual desire for knowledge!

★  ★  ★  ★

LASTLY, we have had a number 
of requests from readers, 

asking where the Front Page Plate 
in last month’s issue was obtained. 
It was, in fact, drawn by Lawrence 
Keegan, one of the students here at 
the School, as was the Front Page 
Plate in this issue. Also the Plate in 
last month’s Reminiscence was 
painted by him (showing the Face 
of Merope) and this now hangs 
above the Altar, and is very im
pressive when seen in full colour.

While on the subject of the 
drawings in the Gazette, the one 
shown on page three of this month’s 
issue was also painted by one of 
our readers—Mrs. Cattermole of 
Middlesex—and if you could only 
see it in colour, it really is wonder
ful.

I think I should also mention a 
friend in the U.S.A.—Mrs. Lucille 
Hyland of California—who has sent 
us some brilliant Spirit Drawings 
which have given us great delight 
here at the School. An example of 
her drawings can be seen on the 
front page of our April 1969 issue.

Well, I think that is all for this 
month, except to remind you that 
the entry of the Vernal Equinox 
began the dynamic seeding of the 
Powers into the depths, in prepara
tion for the fulness of the Con
figuration in October. So watch out 
for changes during this period, as 
the build-up of the Powers takes 
place.

---------♦ ---------
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PRE-PROPULSION
C ontinued from  the Front Page

That blossoming with Atomic heavenly Glory, unfolding 
the wonders of continuity. Thereby the graven image is 
now the true image of the Voice, as the vibrational Stream 
of the Source re-echoes the depths of the Virgin’s Fount.

That through the continual 
unity of heights and depths, a 
flowing Stream of Heavenly 
light feeds the valley below. 
Bringing light and fresh air 
from those Mountain Tops, ex
panding their way of belief. 
Therefore, through the Power 
of the Source, from which this 
mighty force flows forth, can 
the Hydro-Electric Breath of 
the Virgin mind, create the 
outcome of the soul’s Theo
cratic Pattern set into operation 
by Merope. Her electrified 
Wave-band of Hierarchial 
Divine Beauty, that of Holy 
Consummated rebirth, the 
Royal Mighty Glory of the 
Father’s Breath. Thus the 
Virgin’s reality is now the 
Norm’s solvent respect towards 
the Fountain of reborn Light. 
(Now every one who takes of 
the Word, and allows it to 
feed them, is going to become 
a fountain of re-bom light). 
The aspiration now being re
turned to that heavenly Glory, 
transforming all darkness into 
Golden LIGHT, as the becom
ing magnitude of Solar-bom 
growth.

Hence recaptivation, the ex
pounding of the mighty truths 
of the Orion Breath, declares 
of the glories o f the Hierar
chial descent, waiting to fructi
fy the World with Prismic 
Glory. For the LORD of 
Scorpio, the Mighty Hierar
chial LORD of LIGHT, is now 
the manifesting Relativity of 
the soul's Virgin Drive. This 
being as the Virgin’s self, as 
unto her dynamic might of the 
pre-constellation of the New 
World of Vega, but now as her 
declaration of its unfolding 
Beauty. Showing of the mighty 
magnificence of the royal birth 
of Divine Electrolysis, that 
which now is ever sending forth 
of its mighty radiation, into 
the Void of the Hierarchial 
manifestation.

This is the “IT” or Electric 
current of the Hierarchial 
Breath, breaking down all 
Saturn resistance and being the 
constant rejuvenating Point of 
Relativity rebound. For the 
FIRE is now the complete 
awareness of the affiliated Vir
gin Atom, that which is the 
complete radiance of the Cos
mic Harmony. Whereby all the 
mansions of the soul reverence 
the coming of His Grace. For 
it brings the New Command
ments of Divinity, declaring 
unto one and all, "that it is 
not what goeth into the mouth 
that deflleth a man, but that 
which comcth o u t”

By such, the Breath bom of 
this Hierarchial Mighty Magni
tude, will eventually bring 
many to sup from that Word. 
Thereby the unfolding Glory of 
the heights will be bom into the 
depths, this being the Virgin

becoming Enceinte with Divin
ity, as the Hierarchial Prismic 
magnitude enveloped her with 
its engulfing vibrations. That 
set into motion by her royal 
drive, and which resulted in an 
Hierarchial rebirth, which now 
has become of the Source. This 
is the mighty Pre-Atomic 
Power of the rebounding Cycle 
of Hierarchial restitution. That 
which is now contacting the 
Etheric Beauty of the soul, 
with the glory of divine Solar 
internal radiation drawn and 
extracted from the Breath.

A full Virgin might of the 
Atom to Atom radiation, bring
ing heavenly light into birth. 
For only by the taking of the 
Breath, and through the Word 
extracted out of that Prismic 
inflow by the equal of the in
ternal wealth of the Etheric 
body, can LIGHT be struck. 
Thus Atom to Atom bringing 
light, th a t. . .

LIGH T

A N  one side you see the 
v  Etheric, and on the other 
the New Breath, and by Atom 
to Atom changes, you bring 
into birth Royal Light of the 
radiating Commissure, the 
radiating Hierarchial blend
ing of the mind. Now all this 
is being built up In the cells 
of the brain, for the cells of 
the brain are the gods. This 
is where there is going to be 
the ‘drip* down Into the 
depths of the New Wealth, 
and Is where you have to try 
and understand 'vibration.' 
You are an Atom ; you are 
not merely the flesh and bone 
of your physical casing ; you 
are an Atom of L ig h t But 
only through Service, and 
treading it Into the ground, 
will you drlvo forth into holy 
ascension. It has got to be 
this way, and no man can 
leave the Earth until ho 
renders of Service. Every man

The F ro n t P a g e  C aption  : 
INFINITY

G PINNING higher and higher in mind 
belief, Merope pierces the mystical 

glories of the Central Sun. Offering the 
royalty of her new-born Virgin Thoughts 
unto her mighty Solar LORD, that He might 
hr replenished by the warmth of her beating 
heart, and return unto her the depths of His 
Holy Compassion, and His Royal Seed of 
Divine Immortal Life. (See text on page i , 
col. i ) .

now has been lifted up, and 
every man is ready te go 
forth, when his conscious 
mind awakens.

. . .  through service and tread
ing it into the ground, will the 
soul drive forth into holy 
Ascension. The reborn Hierar
chial Point of Divine Intelli- 
gcncia has now been Pitch- 
blended with the Royal 
Phenomena of Neptunian com
prehensive reality for the first 
time.

This indicates that the Sun 
in Scorpio is now the Theo
cratic propulsion of the Divine 
Holy Fire of Hierarchial causa
tion, whereby ALL men are 
now SEEDED with the Atomic 
might of the SOURCE to 
source unification of the 
Aquarian Infinity. For the 
Hierarchial FACE is now 
beginning to create the pre- 
Virgin Ethers into the Royal 
clouds of enceinte sensitivity.

O C C U LT G A ZETTE APRIL 1t/0  1

I

Uhe Hierarchial Word
HP HE Hierarchial Word is going to be the Last Supper.

to bury-in the old stales and bring the new Christos 
comprehension into birth. You are going to climb up 
from your lower ego to blend with the Divine Ego. 
The Divine Ego is actually the Corpus Callosum, the 
wall between the two hemispheres o f the brain, where 
the inflowing Breath is being registered on one side, 
tapping on the wall, and saying to the conscious mind. 
“Do you hear; do you understand." When there is full 
comprehension o f the 'message/  this is registered in the 
Middle Commissure. You are going to lift your 
conscious mind right up, so that it becomes one with 
that Divine Ego. You are not going to be 'wanting when 
there is the knocking on the wall. It is in the joining 
up of the hemispheres where the New World takes place, 
and as the Breath comes in, you know immediately; 
that of perceptivity.

DIVINE ELECTROLYSIS
T H IS  is the Electric Current between one Plane and another. As 
1 you start on one Plane and you get the Word given to you, 
and you commence to climb onto another Plano, the Electrolysis 
will help you to step up onto the next Plane all alight, and in 
consciousness, fully aware of the depths of the Word. If you do 
not do this, you go up and up, ever blind to the Word, until 
eventually It Just buries you under and you become lost to the 
Heavenly Wonders that once could have boon yours. (See text In 
col. 5).

Divine Priesthood

THE Enceinte sensitivity is 
the Solar catacombs of the 

Commissure now pulsating 
with the whole of the unified 
Timelessness of Theocratic ful
filment For only by sensitivity 
matching the frequency gained 
by wisdom, will the old ideas be 
reborn into new beliefs. (So 
you can see now, where it is 
Vibration filling up and chang
ing the vibration of your 
Atom).

Yet it must ever be remem
bered that knowledge ever 
remains knowledge ; only wis
dom becomes light Thus 
modification of Virgin Time is 
now about to begin in the name 
of Theocratic benevolence. 
Which means that all is safely 
buried-in as the winter storms 
begin. This is the fresh Virgin 
Atomic Breath, feeding the 
Theocratic virtue with Enceinte 
Virgin Hierarchial wisdom.

Here lies the contrast 
between the Pharisee and the 
publican. Mere egotistical 
knowledge would be the Phari

see, while the publican, the 
seeker of the spirit, in smiting 
his breast and declaring of his 
errors, sought of wisdom, and 
would automatically become 
exalted (Luke, c.18). In seeing 
this wisdom in its true light, is 
its religious knowledge being 
polarised into wisdom, and dis
carding the erroneous religious 
knowledge.

By this Source to source 
unification, Merope becomes 
the Earth Primeval Atom being 
Spermed by Hierarchial sensi
tivity. For prc-Atomic Power 
is electrified percussion, the 
immortal affinity with the 
source to Source radiation. This 
being where Merope is now 
ever enceinte with Divine 
octavial assimilation. For she is 
ever bringing forth new-born 
light out of the unification of 
her Womb, which in becoming 
her Wavc-bnnd. changes the 
LIGHT and vibrations of all 
Time.

This is the procrastination of 
one’s belief, infused with the 
honorary infusion of a the 
Hierarchial super-sensitivity.

That which indicates that the 
ecclesiastical infusion of the 
Word from the Source pene
trating the source, will produce 
Primordial Atom awakenment 
For all the Solar bodies of 
concealed Light, are now 
completely encased with etheric 
regah ty. And as such, the 
whole of the soul’s past crea
tive ability can be infused with 
Outer Space Electrolysis of 
Divine Royal Holy garments 
of LIGHT.

(See plate on this page)
Priests of the All-Highest, 

who now stand guard over The 
Throne, and speak the Father's 
wishes in the name of Divinity. 
For the Virgin* enceinte with 
the burden, carries the mystery 
in her Divine Fount, for source 
to Source are united, and as 
the locked Ankh, keep the 
World up in divine holy parity. 
All is now under the Breath of 
the Fatherhood, for the Breath 
is that of the Divine Hierarch, 
the Fire that holds the Glory 
of THE FIRE.

AH is now super-sensitivity, 
and soul so bom  wears the 
official garments of divine 
priesthood, as the electrified 
Divine Holy garments of Outer 
World Space. For he lives in 
bis Etheric, for that is now his 
body of manifestation. (There
fore wear it wisely, and give it 
forth only under MY guidance 
and My direction).

Here it was, that Merope 
knew that the whole of her 
being was being woven with 
the Divine mitotic seedling of 
Vega rebirth. Thereby seeding 
all the Virgin Voids of the soul, 
the new infused and entrusted 
Hierarchial Path, with the 
Atomic causation. This being 
the golden gateway of the 
Etheric causeway to the soul's 
Holy Matrimony of Ether 
Kingship.

For Etheric revealment, on 
all Planes of consciousness, 
now being the Virgin’s Phallic 
worship of Vega ascension. 
Ever extracting from the 
Breath by divine infusion, 
through the wealth of the 
internal etheric depths, where
by the divine infusing of the 
Passional Waters, will turn all 
into Light. This Merope accom
plishes by her Infinity weaving 
from depths to heights, and 
super-Heights. The’ heights and 
depths being infused by the 
Holv Waters, unto the Divine 
LIGHT of the Intelligcncia.

Thus the Atomic Plane, the 
glory of Vega, is the conse
quential dispensation of the 
Hierarchial Warrior’s Virgin 
beliefs. The establishing of the 
MIND Plane, through the 
ability of soul to leave the 
inner depths of seifs conflict
ing adversaries, and draw onlv 
unon the Divine Hierarchial 
Over- sha dowan cc as Virgin 
mitotic Holy sensitivity. There- 
bv blending in continual unity 
with the immortal infusion.

Continued on P a g e  4
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creations around the Earth, 
which Mtrope blended together, 
but now are blended together 
In over shadowing balance. So 
they are overshadowing you 
wjfn idl the (florin  of the 
Inflowing Water*; but you 
have got to recognise them, 
embrace them, believe in (hem, 
arid then find yourself com
pletely lifted up, and quite* 
possibly^'speaking with the 
voice of inner divInlty'L

The Inflowing 
Atomic Breath

NOW, when ihe tehtrlh of ihc 
f iber tympanic sensitivity 

reeihci the vibrating Power of 
the ( ommi«*ure, It will spark 
dynamit Power* into operation, 
via the Ponunellf oscillation, 
this means that the ( broom- 
sternum has, through the ex
panded Word, risen the ethcric 
frequency of the soul up Into 
Atomic light, by the sold'# 
ardent will and unflagging 
belief fhuc a* one soul begin*. 
many other* will follow, until 
the whole Race will become re
born Into new-born light.

fbe Propulsion lies in the 
endlesa drive of die intensified 
Breath Whereby etymological 
unification Pitch blende* the l ire and Spirit info one, that 
of Atomic balance, bringing 
l K ill t into birth a* divine

new horn wisdom therefore, 
all Uie nftpfretJon upon Ihe 
lllvraMnel Plane, I* now Ihe 
Virgin rrrnftne toward* dig 
Moya) Pat* of Divinity, Whst* 
by die lew  is Infused, i'ot die 
Virgin Plain- U now die Ciloty 
of die I Iterate fuel Plane, 
Whereby ihe Royal J'Af I' a* 
Ihe l aw is established,

All now Is lb* lew  being 
Inf used, with wary soul being 
horn of a true llleranblal ion* 
m loirs mind, Pof fbe Virgin 
sensitivity le dial of the ntw 
'I lit ot rude Divinity# which
diroogh I'Ira and Spirit blend* 
til, le creating an Abstract 
phenomena, dial of reborn 
Atomic Infusion, For that 
which was lost In Ihe depths, 
Is now corning hack Info active 
creation, which Is the expan
sion of the Divine Intelllgencla, 
Whereby all can now become 
of the LIGHT of the Divine 
( ausalion, die Inflowing ex* 
panslon of Ihe Breath, (That 
driven down from the Heights 
In the Breath, and becoming 
Hie Inflowing rivers within yon),

that pouring down ns die 
might of ihr ( a rural Sun, (bat 
of Ihc lllrniuliial Glory, u* Ihe 
inysiteal Filter infusion of dint 
Heavenly Olory. 'Dial which 
becomes as ihe reborn creation 
of the human Seed, end the 
future possibility of Ihe rnind. 
Ail now becoming of dig 
amalgamation of the lit. 
Power* woven out of die 
Word by Merope. But (hi* I* 
where die Master Husbandman 
warn* Peter, the Scorpio dU* 
11pic of the soul, of his possible 
denial of the royally of the 
FIRIi by hi* Inferior royalty. 
Thereby to deny the kingship 
of hi* own Source, that lie, the 
SsorplonU Kirs, can reign In* 
kicad of the Divine Hfcrarcbial 
blessing.

Here we see the betrayal, 
“for after die master had dipp
ed the sop In (he royal holy 
Honey of new in till, and given 
It to Judas," the son of Simon* 
Taurus, Satan entered in and 
Infused I iuimc with the old 
desire. Thereupon the Master 
Informed them of the New 
C ommandmeni now established, 
therewith Simon*Peter declared 
glibly,' “I.OKI) whither thou 
eo«si I will follow." But Ihe 
infusing Hlcrarchlul Master* 
hood replied. "Thou cansi not 
follow me where I am going."

Por Ids Journey was us the 
atehemicalistillon in Ihc electro* 
Ivsls. Christ In Ihe broiling poi 
through Sim.ui PctrF* mis
demeanour, dial by die oclavinl 
polarity, ha could become the 
spirltui air of die mind. Thus 
(he reborn Hlerarchlel activity 
becomes ii* die Breath of the 
now Atomic supreme reality, 
fbe estahllshrd nrc-genetic con
ception of Divinltv. for this Is 
the new perception of the

Ih f  the I HAS) ,  whh I, k  
jSf Vh|Ul Bfealh (>f f he 
* hr onto Sternum slow

I he u/tii alight with the uni 
»ed bright* arid depths which* 
in Mr  soul, would he llw 
NORM now alight as the
j snt/ul Sijtij flsHtoloM, Its new- 
l»orn wisdom over ihc depth*! 
hui ,d ,‘i die revolving glory of 
Ihe Infinity Jlencr the (Tver- 
^ncili/virut

- - • being fed with die new* 
burn creation, that become* die 
glory of die mighty Intelli* 
gencia. I hcrefore In returning 
is ihc Inflowing Breath, it feeds 
the soul anew.

of th# Central iun. Msropt 
Is sanding It forth by hor 
Wsvs«l)ind all ovor tho Earth, 
which Is ehsnolnp tho World, 
so that tho fosd of all souls 
can In saved and ra*born.
Vet all (he wisdom now 

being created, is of (he Virgin 
Prototype, but what the JHler* 
uivl11nI Virgins will now be 
revealing, ore the basic* prin
ciple* of the Atomic mind. 
Where the soul must centralise 
the In tel Uganda, with the 
purity of hi* clhcrlc conscious* 
ness, that of his originul crea
tion, and awaken the Virtue of 
tils supreme source. Then he 
will make contact wlMi the in
ternal of dial Great Source 
existing ui dial Time. Thu* It 
is ever awaiting one who can 
be Ihe means of polarising that 
creation, and giving forth of 
some renewed thought from 
their own hibernating wisdom.

Ho gll now is of Atomic re
birth, which I* ihc activation of 
die Source, and is the aspira
tion of the Divine Theocratic 
fulfilment. 7hu* all the Chak
ras now ablaze with Virgin 
hire, for the raw hire created 
by the activation o f  the rebirth, 
having passed through divine 
sublimation, is now causing the 
royalty of the soul to manifest 
as Hierarchial atiuncmcnt. 
(Everything now to be fired 
with the mind). For the Solar 
Causation is the Atonement 
with die Royal Argo wealth of 
supreme Vega polarity. That is, 
(he Outer World Space is now 
of flierarchial Dominion, it 
being the complete rebirth of 
the Virgin Source.

U E B E  you ss# tho Virgin 
n  Source, and that of tho 
‘ Expansion’ which wont awry, 
until suddenly It awakonod ; 
and In tho rebirth tho two are 
Joined up together. The soul 
now ready to begin the Now 
Pith of Consciousness. You 
are only now starting off 
from whore you fell. You 
have boon wandering around 
In tho ‘pit* until now, but by 
hor sacrifice, Merope lifted 
you up out of tho ‘pit’ onto 

thg Mind Plano.

Therefore, It brings the Prc- 
atomic Age to now being the 
Sun in Scorpio Relativity. But 
also the intensified mystical 
wisdom in John, c. 15. v. 4, 5, 
where the Divine Hierarch 
declurcs. “Abide in me, for I 
am in you," if to thou wilt 
bring forth much fruikfjFoi' if 
the FIRE becomes not of its 
Royal Purpose, the soul is cast 
into the fire, and is severely 
burnt in karmic delusion. This 
is where the iruc understanding 
of LOVE is announced. "As 
the Father hath loved me and 
created me in His Glory, so 
have I loved you and created 
you. Continue ye In mv LOVE 
and feed nil men with MV 
Snermatic Atomic infusion." 
Here we can sec how the Rela
tivity is ever the resurrection 
of Ihc NORM, through Hicr- 
u/child elevation.

All is internal vlbronic real
ity, for the NORM is the new 
reborn intensified Hierarchial 
virtue of timeless sensitivity. 
For Relativity is an Atomic 
eclipse, the revitalised Atomic 
Word, as Ihc Abstract Word of 
Sun in Scorpio. (So once you 
are ivlipsnf by the Atomic 
reality, or Atomic relativity, 
you then are born of Royalty ; 
no longer of illusion). That 
born out of Hicrarchiol Over- 
shadowancc of Divine Causa
tion set Into motion by Mcr
one ; the Virgin spinner of 
Cosmic rebirth.
(See the Front Pern*' plate and 

the caption on pope 3) 
Here it tan be seen of how 

s c  are now touching the H jcr* 
grehUu Royalty Of the n re . 
where the Incoming Breath can

either become and remain as 
the Hierarchial Glory, by the 
risen up sensitivity or the soul, 
or become as of the lost Fallen 
ideal. For where Divinity re- 
•ide* not in the blood-life 
belief, it becomes only as the 
spermated infusion of red Fire, 
that of Goliath, the uncontroll
ed Tiger Powers of the Black 
Scorpio depths. While David, 
the seeking divine kingship of 
the mind, is the Atomic pro
pulsion of the Spirit. Therefore 
the Hierarchial Word is the 
Power of the Atomic ouoit, 
bringing Relativity as the Solar 
conscious rebirth of the Virgin’s 
LIGHT.

All is now, and mast be, the 
rebirth of the Sun In Scorpio 
sensitivity. The Royal belief In 
the Holy Fire, by the polarising 
of the original intent of the 
soul's atomic creation, before 
he fell into the Waters of the 
lost Glory of the Heavenly 
FACE. For the reappraisal of 
the Atom, la the LIGHT of 
Divinity as it was before H 
was rudely tarnished.

Therefore reborn conscious
ness is Hierarchial levitation, 
where the Breath becomes as 
the Virgin appraisal of the 
Atom. For the Atom is the 
nucleus of the Central Son 
Breath, Ihc divine quantum of 
life. Therefore, control is the 
adaptability of the Atomic 
Word by the soul, as be makes 
his Atomic presentment, as the 
divine majesty of Hierarchial 
fulfilment.

For complete Cosmic Royalty 
is that of the Sun in Scorpio 
reality, in the true sense of the 
Word. This means that all is 
as the harmonious enceinte re
birth of the Hierarchial mani
festation. The latter being the 
Breath of God, while Light is 
now the contact of the Hierar
chial YOD, with the super- 
sensitive Power of Outer World 
Space. This being the Fon- 
tanelle rebirth, as the Neptun
ian seeded polarity of Divine 
cmbraccmcnt. Bringing the 
Spine to a now glorified radiat
ing pulsation of etheric virtue. 
That which has become the 
cosmic compensating Yod of 
Holy Virgin Fire.

For this is where we see that 
of the re-corpuscular betrothal 
in the marriage of the NORM 
and heart frequency. Whereby 
the Holy Fontancllc becomes 
the means of the Hierarchial 
Creation of the Central Sun re
birth. For a continual state of 
unfoldment it ever bringing re
birth to the cosmos through 
the I .AW, and n greater unfold
ment of the Hierarchial Mind 
Plane is now taking place. For 
here is where the rcconstitu- 
tional attraction of the Hierar
chial polarised Virgin now 
become* of a complete Atomic 
in-burst of the royal Fire of 
Solar propensity.

Therefore, constant vitality 
U now the Power of the Uni
com, that of the Hierarchial 
Infusion. The whole of the 
bo ill, through the Virgin, is 
being filled with the Glory of 
the Solar beauty. For nil is 
now (lie octnvinl thermogenic

Astrological Delineations
M R *  81 )cgrmun-Cook I* prepared to continue giving delineation* of render*' 

horotropeg, as her time allows. These will be baaed upon the new world 
ttiirlilnga, nnd la a unique opportunity for till to perceive the extent of their growth, 
where tlielr karmic dlfliriiltlea lie, and where their opportunities arc waiting to 
blossom forth | apart from giving the understanding of how and where karmic 
roofs, Impossible ukashlc records, rear up ouf of the darkness of flic sonl'g 
multiplicity,

Price in PngJand and abroad £7.7,0. Price In U.S.A. and Canada $25.00,
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Power of (be Enceinte blessing, 
(bat of rehabilitation of the 
Virgin Seed, in the royal 
blood-life of Divine unfold- 
menL

The Central Son as the 
Divine Fatherhood, is now in
fusing the whole of creation, 
through the Virgin acceptance 
and whole-hearted belief. For 
the attuned creation of rebirth 
is completely sealed, and all is 
now going to be a comprehen
sive audible octavial expression 
of the Holy FACE, through 
the Seed of the Hierarchial 
LORD of Scorpio.

The Creative 
Solar Motivation

11HE genetic rebirth is now of 
. the supreme Waters of the 

Holy Glory of the Fatherhood, 
for <vhat the Hierarchial Virgin 
must now seek to Seed, is the 
entrancement of the aspirational 
ability of the mighty Fiery 
Word. The Word alight with 
the Spirit, which has now risen 
up to the Fontanelle, and 
emersed into its divine Glory 
of Holy LIGHT. Whereby, 
through the emerging, she will 
shine forth of His true internal 
beauty, as the causation of the 
Theocratic reality now to be
come the genetic glory of re
birth.

(See plate on this page)
Therefore the originality of 

the Holy Word, is the attune- 
ment of the Virgin Breath with 
the royal tonsure of the 
Hierarchial Priest For the 
state of the mind is now open 
to the Purity of the inflowing 
Virgin Ethers. Where all be
comes the beatitude of the 
Neptunian personality in its 
positive degree of unfoldment. 
For all now, by the union with 
the heights, is blended up into 
divine Manhood.

The soul now, by Central 
Sun infinity, is taking on of 
Hierarchial Priesthood, for the 
latter is the Atomic Void seek
ing the kingship of the soul to 
be able to Fire the Word of 
Theocracy with the Altruistic 
Neptunian Breath. Whereby all 
becomes the constant Fiery 
Pillar of Theocratic adapt
ability, in the unfolding union 
of rebirth. For the Solar com
pulsion of the higher mind, is 
now the Atomic strength of 
the Hierarchial Bull. He that 
is taking on of the Great Solar 
Glory, through the inflowing 
Scorpionic Waters. Whereby all 
will then be driven throueh the 
internal of the Word, driving 
the soul's Powers into polarised 
awakenment of Divine con
sciousness.

For complete Atomic Breath 
is the amplitude of the Hier
archial fulfilment, that brought 
into being by the Virgin’s 
unity with the Divine Virgin 
Ethers. Whereby the Hierar
chial Arc is now radiating with 
royal Priestal Divinity, as the 
infused Relativity. The measure 
of Divine unfoldment is now 
blessed with reborn light of 
constant Hierarchial rebirth. 
For the ecliptic might of the 
Central Sun unfoldment, has 
now become the golden Fon- 
taneilc, as the imprint of 
complete Theocratic Law.

Now Theocratic Law is that 
of Cosmic control, for the soul 
has developed the intuition of 
the Royal Black Bull, for all 
now is the Atomic action of 
Sun in Scorpio. That of the all- 
prevailing Hierarchial mitotic 
completion, whereby the divine 
Virgin light is radiating through 
the whole of the soul's com
posite creation. For now the 
etheric quantum has finally 
created its first garment, as the 
pre*powered Hierarchial infuse- 
ment of Sun in Scorpio. There
by is now bom of Source 
Priestal virginity, whereby the 
Orion Warrior's configuration 
is where he can now speak 
forth with the Priestal authority 
of the Source.

The tool liniv become the pre
ordained master of the 
Aquarian fulfilment, and la

now ready to manipulate the 
foil Power of Outer World 
Space. This calls for the Etheric 
mind, as the super-luminary 
Hierarchial Virgin, to now seek 
the octavial expansive might 
of the reborn Central Sun. 
That which has become reborn 
through the soul's in-born ful
filment of the unified Word. 
Whereby a new Seed of 
Hierarchial Integration must be 
spermed by that mighty Nep
tunian Bull. He now who 
manipulates the glory of the 
golden Virgin YOD, In the 
Royal Palace of the mind. 
Thereby builds up of the royal 
etheric consciousness of Holy 
divine belief.

For the etheric consciousness 
is the birth pangs of Atomic 
compassion, whereby the Atom
ic Fires arc pouring forth of 
their Theocratic message of 
the octavial dance of the 
Hierarchial King's enthroning. 
For now the King, the glory 
of the unfolding royalty of the

Fatherhood, is being crowned 
with the Eagle Crown of 
radium-infused gems of the 
Atomic mind frequency. The 
gradual manifesting of the 
Fatherhood, through the awak
ening Bull-Priest Sperming it 
with his risen up Neptunian 
Waters.

This means, that all the 
Etheric body is now supporting 
the cosmic seeded wealth, and 
is now capable of treading in 
and polarising it into the 
depths. Therefore Atomic hus
bandry is now the Hierarchial 
weaving as Sun in Scorpio 
relativity. All is now Etheric 
to etheric completion, whereby 
the supreme FACE is ever 
before the Throne of the 
reconsecrated Central Sun 
Prototype. Thereby bringing an 
intensified glory radiating over 
the whole of the Cosmic ful
filment. For the universal 
blending of all creative being, 
is now radiating its LIGHT 
into the depths, bringing a 
complete cosmic rebirth into 
being.

This is where postilion 
driving of the double Power of 
Scorpio calls for the Hierar
chial blessing of the NORM. 
For as the Fires of Scorpio 
drive the expansive Hierarchial 
might into Theocratic action, 
all becomes fired into radiant 
glory. This is the Over
shadowing predominance of the 
soul's etheric mind, driving all 
into Atomic Virgin royalty. 
This is where the intensification 
of the heights is now driving 
the Bull with intensified action, 
bringing into birth an etheric 
mind of Royal Atomic Virgin 
light.

For constant propulsion is 
now Word revolvement of 
Atomic Etheric Mind propen
sity. That activating the Virgin 
Ether consciousness of the soul 
into Sun in Scorpio rhythmic 
infinity. Bringing fife and pur
pose into action, for Scorpionic 
concentrated expansion is 
Hierarchial driving oscillation, 
which is now working in co
ordination with the Etheric 
Mind Plane. This means that 
the blood, through the infusion 
of the Holy Fires, is now of 
an Atomic propensity, equal 
to the Hierarchial FACE. And 
as such, will all men be forced 
to accept Theocratic interven
tion, through the Fired Word 
of David and Merope's mole
cular unity.

Pre-creational Atomic weav
ing is Hierarchial interpenetra
tion, that of Theocratic 
infusion, via the Hierarchial 
Priests of Uranian Over- 
LORD incentive. For soul, 
unbeknown to himself, will 
have been brought to this 
drastic change, entirely altering 
the Face of Humanity. Bring
ing it to the way it now must 
go. This has been, by Atomic 
infiltration of the Virgin 
Hierarchial Breath. That feed
ing man with enceinte virtue, 
extracted out of Merope's 
Hierarchial Mortuary meals, 
through Abstract re-amalgamat- 
ed timelessness. For continual 
unification of the past with the 
present, pitche-blended by

Merope's struggle, has brought 
all men to the status of god
like freedom. But only when it 
becomes their conscious belief, 
have they awakened their 
Hierarchial glory, as immor
talised gods of men.

Only by Merope's selfless 
struggle, giving soul the where
withal to become, will Hierar
chial baptismal consciousness 
elevate the distorted lunar 
states up onto the Solar Plane. 
Thereby rendering Hierarchial 
healing to the Etheric mind 
body of Divine Outer World 
Space Consciousness. A divine 
doctrine of Virgin Mercy ser
vice, through the High Priest 
of Hierarchial Scorpionic 
Divinity Sperming the Word 
with Light. Learning of the 
Solar remedial way of giving, 
instead of taking.

Therefore the secret remedy, 
is light shock waves of Atomic 
brilliance, radiating the Sun in 
Sporpio's intentions. A mystery 
infusion impo’sed by the Breath 
in its Hierarchial infusion into 
matter. That bringing into 
being the glory of levitation, 
whereby Atomic expansion be
comes the Power of Hierarchial 
rise, onto the Perimeter of 
Outer World Space.

The true creative motivation 
of Atomic compassion, is to 
embrace all Planes of Creation 
with deep Hierarchial balance, 
and open up the Neptunian 
relativity of Time. Bringing 
into being the foundation of 
the real glory of being, that 
by the Virgin polarising it she 
brings forth the supreme 
beauty of the Arc.

Then all the Atomic virtue 
becomes the down-pouring of 
purified air, filled with the 
wonder of Hierarchial com
prehension ; that of the Sun 
in Scorpio attribute, filled with 
the glory of light. For all the 
reborn Relativity Powers are 
now automatically of the 
polarity, to balance up the 
propensity of the Fall into the 
depths. For the Central Sun is 
now of the Hierarchial domain, 
that of the Atomic Mind Plane.

With the Etheric World, the 
glory of Vega manifestation, 
bringing forth of its ancient 
depth into glorified light. While 
the re-centralising of all Theo
cratic Causation, is now being 
Forged through the Atomic 
Fires of the Central Sun vast 
immensity. Such mighty expan
sion is the re-deployment of 
the Hierarchial Powers, which 
will bring Central Sun expan
sion to the whole of the 
Hierarchial Beings, of defined 
reformed wealth.

For the Virgin altitude of the 
Hierarchial LIGHT, is now the 
royal cosmic Bull. He that has 
been able to spin the El Powers 
up into the Virgin Mind fre
quency, through his spermed 
heart purpose, with the creation 
of Outer World Space. There
by driving the Atom into 
Divine Propulsion, as the 
mighty immensity of the Age.

★ ★ ★

rJ 1  HIS lecture should help 
you considerably, if you 

go into the depths o f it, be
cause it is going to give you 
the Word to enable you to 
see what you have to do to 
drive forward, and the 
royalty you have to take on : 
for in so doing you are i 
going to. take on of this 
mighty Hierarchial Light 
and become a Priest of the 
New Hierarchial Race. You 0k 
are going to go ahead and 
live in your own World of 
New Life, because Vega is 
within you. You are now 
going to find an immensity 
of thought which will be 
able to burst forth at any 
time, once you have been 
able to raise your sensitivity.

THE RISING SPIRIT

H E R E  is portrayed the Virgin Mind climbing up the vibrational 
ladder of Spirit ascent, that born out of the Royal Wisdom of 

Universal Philosophy. Thus, filled with the wonders of Abstract 
Thought, the soul enters the Realms of Solar Glory and perceives 
the mystical grandeur of that Royal and Holy Kingdom of 
Divinity. (See text in col. 1).

Health from Herbs
UERBAL1SM is the oldest healing art in the world. Its history can 

“  be traced back through the civilisations of Rome, Greece, Assyria 
and Babylon, and even beyond. Herbs are foods as well as medicines, 
and build up the general health at the same time as they cure any 
specific disease. Unlike drugs, which are inert, they are made from 
organic material instead of inorganic substances, and form an active 
or living medicine.

Here at the .School we have a large quantity of loose herbs in stock, 
I which normally will readily provide for all our requirements. However, 

we have listed below some of our more popular herbal pills, specially 
prepared for those who find them more convenient to take in this form, 

1 during the hustle and bustle of their daily occupation.
Nerve Pills. Blood Cleansing Pills.
Heart Pills. Tonic Pills.
Catarrh & Sinus Pills. Kidney Pills.
Eye Pills. (Cataract etc.). Womb & Stomach Cleansers.
Laxative Pills. Anti-Obesity Pills.
Garlic Pills. (Blood, chest). Buchu Pills. (Bladder, sinus).
Bronchial Pills. Kelp Tablets. (Thyroid). 1

\



NEW WORLD UN FO LDM EN T
by The Lord Hierarch o f  Scorpio

(Tlk lK«m ■■ Mb m l va Wednesday k t  M  h w n

MEROPE'S OPENING PRAYER
Rh AT O i r i t  Spirit, once eye; : kv got her f j .v  * her. haring p er fo m ed  another r<i«

\ j T  M  Vwoir exactly <>t oif f te r has «■ ■ piece* l \ t  ere do a s l
f.hot i* :.« i: Oojf«{l\* Tits.t whereby (At H\W ;: is '< '• s' >3f’cJ ■ • f - ' ■•'■* " ~ess. a*

wo »Voo oarsofras r«e ritji Heeds, »x ,'A< aam r of /-<'-c end S t'm c r  .A man.

rilJ f MASTER THEN MANIFESTED
P  VCt B t IN TO  Y W  ALL

Yes, \Y* are i p k  with hat tonight \V* come under a different ctoak, for M crift has been Married op to the Central Son. Of 
this We are m «  going to explain In you in in foil understanding, hot I nooM a d  everyone of yvm to (i* t a l  the tore, and a l  the 
power yna can. for she is feeling the snvss rather heavily.

★  ★  ★
"VOW to those of you who are not fully aw sue of Vibration, and how Vibration is only bull: up within the human soul, yon are f tn y  
4* to find this perhaps a little difficult to comprehend

Metope. in NiQdmp up the Vibrations through all her sever, planes or seven chakras, has now brought her frequency up ir the Norm 
equal to the Central Sun. This means that the soul as an Atom is equal to the Divine ATOM, and rn budding up this Gtarioos Creation 
within hetself, she has ewnpletely lifted the World right up out of anything to do with the lunar. The old World is comptetefr dissolved. 
U will naturally remain as it is in the eyes of mankind, because they have got to change, aid  f w tn e ,  bad as m e  gre«a£y  r.rm 
over in his ideas, the World itself will change over and New Life. New Belief. New Vibrations, will Nr borr.. At i.V present moment 
Metope is taking the whole Full Breath. You can only breathe in the quota of the Breath that your vibcarxms cam take, a.-.c Meropc 
vs now breathing in the Whole of the Breath; she is absorbing the whole quota of it in herself. That mear.s she is br.r.gmg forth dm 
Full depths of the Wisdom requited. To do this it required a Kx of strength, so we had to get busy But we never do things :ha; are 
not correct, so we instructed Meropc to write to the pope, and tell him where hr was wanting.

A copy of this letter was then sent out to a vast number of the priests in the country, causing the whole of their attention to be on 
Metope, so she found all the male Fire she wanted, and ihev sent it up into the heights oahtknown to themselves, h has been verv 
distressing for Metope became she has had to take the male Fire of all these priests that are bursting with sea. and not knowing aha; 
to do with thctnsdves.

Now on the Sabbath we brought a lecture called "THE GLORIFICATION OF THE ORION M A N '. : : :  in :tying to exptam it 
to even bod v it seemed it was nee comprehended too well. Vc was this New Birth that was due, of which Meropc a; rbe time was rvt 
fully aware of. but the ORION MAN had been built up. and he had to then be Glorified. Well, Metope, m feeling that many at vom 
had not been able to grasp this, has written you a resume of what has been tak.ng place and what it has led up to. and m writing dhs for 
you she has given you some idea of the vast turn-over that took place this last week-end. There had to be the dissolving of the Earh and 
the birth of the New WorKl, and this is how it took place. So 1 am going to bring you the resume as Meropc has written *_ We krom 
this is vast; it is vast to Metope, but you must realise that you are an Atom of the Central Sun. and you are fed by the Central Sun. 
as are all Atoms.

$  o ccvat * * m n  m m .

iThe Master then read through the whole of the scroll that Metope had writtenV
O rrr l i e  pest weeks. pern as students Ac tv  been seek-fag 

info the n ry v ilW r of the . l ls f r te !  H'orW, sfarrfji budding fr;P 
the Plane <u HIND . Per  Meropc. haring sent up to the 
CiKoxic Heights or a rehoru Creation or the L 1H ’. has been 
the mwms of ref netting the Breath with rehem LJFK. Ail 
the time the Orion V.l.Y. the Greet .lfaslrrlivvf. that of 
the Hermes Glory of the past that became test in arademual 
inertia, r a t  non* being ted bp Uempe. T ku s th e  Elements o» 
the depths k ere being uastered, and *U raised up cut, tke 
l V uitary. M rs  the whale at the spinel edem a has become 
sensitised, lifting np alt the Planes of the B erth, bringing the 
Central Sen  info a d e n ie d  Radiance.

Tk rough this, the so*! automatically took on the jrforjf of 
the tIrian am*, throngi Metope manifesting these rihratious 
in the depths. Cntil everptking became so raised np through 
the Breath, that man vkU oux to himse!', became Spirit males, 
fg. This is n kat is knoa'O Os that o f \lelect.tar nnitg. through 
the Hornet g n ia g  forth a/  its FIRE. Thns those who sought 
into this truth of I ’miyrse.' PA&vsoahjr. found themselees 
crossing aver from M r side of the “ fitrer aato the other. 
Qucd. f i t  M ISD  /'lane was completed. This was the magnetic 
being lifted op and nn i ted into the Electro-magnetic, ami the 
„ usterg o f .lCMin>s r a s  fidtUled. Thus the soui retarmng to 

the gad state he fell a any from. But in reeditg the seed going 
imMwrds into tke depths o f himself mod nnifging it enth lhe 
Brf+th of I l f  upper WArrs, oW brntditLs"
0j  fry* tkin \itt$  capacity

So he draws out of his E th n ic  hodp. the internal depths of 
the Blood Stream. aO his experiences of Time, sending them  
■ .. r,, *,s heights as Light. This betiding mp the glorified tight 
att the Mi+in be fit** fooMoi •irt:o ti'+m th* A**"**l r r re iiw
tkmt kc t«U mt* tn tke depths. Nf*e* it « e+mhm**4
■i* ite of m iic in g  rr»w Sontree h» svwnv.

Von- the whole o f the <*M H enri is Wissvfrorf, * hot at the 
U .*«<anhaoJ the negative state, and the /  
tke bositice. A.-‘s token over. All is changed.

i.s for rwoH to oMkw-i.iwsv’g become uxtwv of •< ^krongA fkr 
K xnth. nod go ahead. I h t i l  then it wilt be cke.<*. W  “• • • «  
n-tif he able to mace it. bocanse their b'then e  bodg  
l rn —- Anointed with the Haig Pier in the breath, t hep do 

become ,\msn-o*os of the troth, so *v#ss i»trr onto the lower 
r im e s . Those that m ate it. 'a le  o» o f Im m a e ta l i t ^ n d
ascend — ___
everything is thonged and it is ai 
bis mind, and become mind boon, 
to rih rafiaa.

• pnords. hence ego to  EGO. seeking t *
man
h a l

rat
ta accept throogh 

Sfositirr

Therefore it is no longer the lower Elements prevailing 
bnt the continnal Ware bond between f'manna end S ep t a  me 
These rrrw ii fhr Rogal p rrragatiiw  o f life and its purpose. 
The fast gear being the cal mi mat ion to this anidfalmm. mow. 
results in man tiring in his E theric body, where, by the 
Etherie and the Bremth uniting, the royal Fired Jfimd is the 
rvs'.'f. Bnt many hare now teecr>,e coisseioas of this, throogh 
their coms+iems  mind awmkensng. This is tke ego to EGO 
transformation, density into Sp irit. .Wan beeemts Spirit horn. 
his Spirit has rise1! through ,*ers< rflatirity. As he so 
ueif.es he becomes H ind bom on (he Plane o f the V ISD , no 
longer earth and water, bat W/.YD free from just animal 
desire and earthy creation. He is bom  o f the Atomic, the 
glory o f  the Atom, fo r man is an Atom, a sport of Dirinity. 
Hence his Relativity , his post, horny unified by the down- 
pouring Ethers, pices him on Atomic eclipse. Therefore the 
Abstract H’orvi, which he has .N on wrestl.'no with, g irts him 
the true understanding o f Reality. S o  ,'eager seeing throogh 
iU«SH>N, but the Real Truth o f life, the Royal Wisdom of life. 
S o  longer befogged bg false religions beliefs, but the trme 
dynamics of Dirine Husbandry, where royal grcirlh comes 
forth. The soul becomes bom  o f D irinity. that is. born of 
Hierarchial Ocershetdowanct D irin ity  becomes the growing 
Godhead within pan, hence you are becoming Solar horn and 
Solar conscious, A heatruly Being becomes your Guardian 
Leader or Controller. For the E thers are the P o xert o f the 
Hierarchs, and by you struggling to think, yaw cire (hew, h it. 
and are guided by the Hearenly Ones. S y t ' i t  mare jaw  
become w hom  of consciousness, is the Hierarch given leri
te t ion or Ariel flight. The donee up and down the Ethers in 
mind growth.

This is frequency o f the Planes, which ore std l within Ike 
so d , as Kvtt as the sensitivity growing through the u n i  

discarding old states. C ntil eventually, the NORM 
a r  Pineal Glamel. becomes one with the hearty and they make 
marriage and lock the door. .Vo loeiger a separation of the 
mind one way and the heart another. In fact the beast hem

f>rr up to the heights, and became the Beast before the 
krone. The conscious mind sees through all purposes of hie, 
Thremoh this the Fontanrlle. the top o f the head, Vw.r>.^ 

the Htemrchiol Cmotion, that of the Central Sun. The said 
is alight with Dirine Hankood. the soul is glorified by 
Dirinity. But every soul who takes the F IR R  a f the U end. 
takes of the Glory ed God. For this is the Chromospheric 
Royalty of the Central Sun and fortes the soul n, Voon-/ ni 
Syi'- tual risen light. An emtematte re• W ring ta les pl/jce, 
seneling up the depths to the heights, through the unity of 
T IH E  and Ether Breath becoming o glorified H IN D  eeraliom.
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Thin became fully accom pi inked, oh thin lout u cek'n lecture 
was Merit forth and all wan given forth from the unified glory 
of the Spirit World of Ijtght. Now it t i  up to every soul who 
awakentt, to believe and accept the depths of this truth, so 
that they can help to turn darkness into light. Hut it does 
become an automatic fact in the mind, through the soul 
awakening by the incoming hither Breath building up the 
mind. Man now being entirely born of the Ethers of Outer 
World Space. No longer living down in the p it . breathing the 
stagnant air of the magnetic. Hut alive with Royal Htcrar- 
chial life and heavenly purpose, and seeking to make his way 
back to the God creation he was born from. Hut now as a 
MIND, not just a spark, but a mind, thus Spirit bom.

Now the soul is standing on the Virgin Plane, where he is 
freed from all past states of Karma, thus free to go on. Hut 
he too must believe this, then he will bring into birth new 
ideas out of his past growth. The Word helps him to do this, 
it leads him into pastures new. While all the time, Divinity

is building up tvt his blood life, bringing him to the royalty of 
a son of God. l o r  God eon only be made manifest within the 
soul himself. where he taken on o f  the LAMB, the Christos 
state, the purifU'd being.

The source to Source, is the very depths of the soul creation, 
built up from the El Powers created by the Hebrews, to the 
Source of the Central Sun, brought fully into birth by 
Merope. That being the EL Powers, and when the tu*o unite, 
you get the full meaning of Mtrope's diagram . (See page 11).

Hence now, by LAW rebirth, the whole World is bom into 
I in mortality, and fulfills the mystical Glory of Kcvelatious. 
Where the Angel revealed to John the husbandman, the 
possibilities that lay ahead. Hut this is where the whole 
World is drawn away from war and destruction and lifted up 
into light. Where the true revelation of growth and Evolution 
is made clear, a ml all falsity created by man for his own ends, 
is struck away. This is fixed by LAW and no man (an alter. 
but just “die* in rebellion.

THE LIGHT-BIIINGER
IN  a world of darkness and despair, Meropo strove to bring Light 
■ once again, that man could awakon unto the true purpose of 
living. That he could once more link with those Higher Planet 
of Divine Royalty, and converse with those mighty Hlerarchlal 
Beings who were ae Blood Brothers with him upon the Path of 
Eternal Evolution. Thus Meropo has fed Heights and depths with 
reborn Life, and Atomic Light Is the Royal Gift that she has 
bestowed upon the World, and the means whereby the prodigal 
has been redeemed. (See text In col. 1).

★  ★  ★

AS you receive of thii Word, 
try and set your internal 

electrolysis into action. This 
is an electrical current between 
the planes, and if you can 
allow it to drive you, when 
you take the Word, you will 
find that when you reach the 
next plane, the Word that you 
have previously taken will he 
fully revealed unto you. But if 
you take the Word, and you 
don't let this electrolysis work 
through you by your struggle 
to find out, wnen you get to 
the next plane you go up 
blind.

This is most important and 
will save you a lot of sorrow 
if you will only do a little bit 
o f wrestling internally on your 
own, when you take of the 
Word. There arc plenty of 
moments when you can think 
about the wisdom, even if only 
lightly, and later on you can 
give it a deeper thought. You 
will find it growing within you, 
and by your driving the 
electrolysis between the planes, 
it will help lift you up and 
you won't go blind.

(The Master then re-read 
the scroll, giving explanatory 
comments).

Over the past weeks, you as 
students, have been seeking 
into the magnitude o f the 
Abstract Word, slowly build- 
ing up the Plane o f M IND . 
For Merope, having sent up 
to the Cosmic Heights o f a 
reborn Creation o f the LA W , 
has been the means o f 
refuelling the Breath with 
reborn LIFE. A ll the time 
the Orion M A N , the Great 
Constellation, the Great 
Masterhood, that o f the 
Hermes Glory o f the past 
that became lost in acade
mical inertia, was now being 
fed  by Merope.
She was feeding the Heights 

with new ideas, new beliefs, 
new thoughts.

(See plate on this page)
Thus the Elements o f the 
depths were being mastered, 
and all raised up onto the 
Pituitary. Thus the whole o f 
the spinal column has be
come sensitised, lifting up ail 
the Planes o f  Earth, bringing 
the Central Sun into a Glori
fied Radiance.

★  ★  ★

NOW has anybody got any 
comments about this ?

(A number of questions 
were then asked by various 
students).

> • Now Merope is complet
ely mafried up to the Father
hood, (his means that the 
Breath, as it enters into her 
internal Atomic structure, docs 
not lessen in its vibratory 
intensity.
A ...T h a t  Is right, It keeps to 
its fulni'ws, and Merope now 
breathes In (lie whole of the 
fen tra l Sun Frequency.
O' • * Now that there is com
plete Atomic Unity between 
Merope and the Breath, the 
LIGHT being horn out of it

will set up a completely new 
Cosmic Intelligcncia.
A .. .  Completely ; she is going 
to  be born of a NEW SUN 
within herself. This is con
tinually going on, for what you 
think is a fixture in the 
Heavens is noL What you are 
seeing in the Heavens is Real
ity, although you may only be 
seeing it under the guise of 
illusion. The Central Sun is a 
Plane, a Plane of Divine 
LIGHT.
Q .. .  The more Merope can 
polarise her depths with the 
inflowing Breath, is she ever 
re-centralising the Central Sun 
into greater Heights.
A. • .  Yes, that Is rig h t
Q . . .  Where it mentions all 
being raised up to the Pituit
ary, this actually is the 
frequency of the Orion Man. 
A ...T h a t  Is right, and shows 
you the damage woman was 
doing to herself when the was 
taking llic contraceptive pill.

Through this, the soul auto
matically took on the glory 
o f the Orion man, through 
Merope manifesting these 
vibrations in the depths, Un
til everything became so 
raised up through the Breath, 
that man unknown to him
self became Spiritualised.

This is known as that o f 
Molecular unity, through the 
Word giving forth o f Its 
FIRE. Thus those who
sought into this truth o f 
Universal Philosophy, found
themselves crossing over
from one side o f the “RlveP’ 
unto the other, and the 
M IN D  Plane was completed. 
This Is the magnetic being 
lifted up and unified into the 
Electro-magnetic, and the 
mystery o f Aquarius was 
fulfilled. Thus the soul
returning to the god state he 
fell away from. Bui in reality 
the soul going Inwards into 
the depths o f himself and 
unifying It with the Breath 
o f the upper Ethers, and 
building up a Fired M ind of 
free thinking capacity.
He penetrated info the En

docrine chain, into the very 
depths of his own essence in 
the glandular creations within 
him, in the protoplasmic sub
stance, right into the vibronic 
depths. He has been pene
trating into and blending up 
the Ethers, so that he has been 
bringing into birth a Fired 
Mind. If you follow out what 
I have given you about the 
Electrolysis, this will help you 
all the more to build up your 
mind.

So he draws nut o f Ills
litherlc body, the Internal
depths o f his Bloodstream, 
all his experiences o f Time, 
sending them up to hts
heights as Light.
He is now able to give them 

a greater understanding; he 
is uble to give them tho mor
tuary meal. Whereas in the
past he only just earthed his 
experiences through his life, 
now he knows the meaning or 
them because the incoming 
Breath, and his studying with 
the Word, suddenly opens up 
his mind because it becomes 
Fired. He perceives through 
his sensitised Uranian percep
tion.

Thus building up the glori
fied light o f the Mind, he 
even coming away from the 
Animal creation that he fell 
Into In the depths. Hence It 
becomes a continual state of 
revolving from Source to 
source.

Now this is Mcrope's own 
idea of what she conceived as 
Source to source. The little dot 
in the centre was the original 
creation of the god, and then 
he fell down in his thinking. 
When we say he fell down, I 
don't want you to think he fell 
down through the utmospherc. 
No I He fell down in his mind. 
It is like you suddenly becom
ing risen right up and then 
turning back on yourself, and 
you fall back in your thoughts. 
But you can't bo prevented 
from keeping the expansion 
that you took, that is auto
matically yours.

Well now, by coming into 
the understanding of the 
Word, which you were led to 
by that expansion you once 
took, you have found that you 
were able to be swung up into 
the heights and there make a 
polarity of what you once 
knew, and polarise it into an 
octavial expansion.

Now the whole o f the old 
World is dissolved, that o f 
the Womanhood, the nega
tive state, and the Father
hood, that o f the Positive, 
has taken over.
Now since we have come to 

this point, let us get it dear.
Once upon a time, when the 

gods fell into the depths by 
thought, they all took on of 
Womanhood, the negative 
state. If you fall back on 
yourself you take on of the 
negative state of the female. 
Not in the light you may 
think, but you take on of a 
negative stale. Very often you 
find your face becomes quite 
feminine.

But then once this was 
created, the Powers from the 
Heights tried to reach the 
depths and there were some 
who moved out of their old

passive state and started to get 
activity, and in so doing they 
were caught up by tho Great 
I ires or Powers that were 
being sent down to try and 
help them, which was invari
ably the power of Mars, and 
in taking it on, they began 
to grow the Positive side, the 
Fatherhood. In so doing they 
became males, and they 
branched out away from tho 
female state. They became as 
it were, on the other side of 
the fence.

Then as time went on, these 
two took on a state of gender, 
the male and the female, 
whereby they began to build 
a world In the depths and 
create in the dcp jhs; generate. 
All this was going deeper and 
deeper away from the original 
Fall. What it needed was New 
FIRE, and New FIRE was 
brought down by Merope, but 
they only used the FIRE all 
the more to feed their desires.

Now it has gone on like 
this. Man is only one degree 
removed from the female, but 
by taking the Fire from the 
Heights, and being on tho 
other side of the fence, as it 
were, he drew Fire down from 
Divinity. Woman has ever 
drawn up the mugnetic, but 
she never made any movement, 
she stayed where she was. 
Now she can't change her 
gender but the gender is going 
to dio out, and both are going 
to become once again Pure 
reborn gods.

A ll is changed, all It is 
walling fo r Is for man to 
consciously become aware 
o f It through the Breath, and 
go ahead. Until then it will 
be chaos, and not all will be 
able to make it, because 
their ethcrlc body does not 
become anointed with ilie 
Holy Fire In the Breath. 
This means that many will 

never expand in any shape 
whatever, never make any 
attempt to try and think of 
the Word they have been 
forced to eat. And in not 
bothering about it, the Holy 
FIRE that is in the Breath 
will never an o in t; they will 
ever remain of the magnetic. 
They will always remain that 
in their mind state.

They do not become con
scious o f the Truth, so pass 
over onto the lower Planes. 
Those that make It, take on 
o f Immortality, and ascend 
upwards, hence ego to EGO, 
seeking for unity.
Now the EGO is what you 

came away from, from your 
Constellation in the Heights, 
and if you have not broken 
tho Thread it has been feeding 
your ego in the depths. But 
invariably the majority merely 
turn to egoism. But if you 
have been struggling, building 
up the ego, and you have not 
broken the Thread, you will 
be drawing on that Divine 
EGO of that Constellation in 
the Heights, from which you 
came.

But everything Is changed, 
and It Is up to man to 
accept through his mind, 
and become mind born, for 
he Is not yet sensitive to 
vibration.
C ontinued on page 10
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Reminiscences T H E  iff#iV#>
T h e  p k i i j k i : h i m  i a m  a b o u t  t o  p a i n i  i o k

nty KmitnUcvnce tills month, In (lie lust thing I Intended 
to do. For aa I 9 i i  about to start on a rtaum l of (he 

foremost arlk lr, the Guldlni Powers of Spirit were id*Uln|{ 
m t to give a vivid picture of h n a  to create of a MIND, and 
above all. what was liie mind. Well I I realised this was n 
big order, although I did knot* to i  degree* how etc get a 
mind and what It I* consistent of | but for all that, ll really 
wan an enormous Instruction. Anyway, let in  get down to lb 
because I know (bat they who were Inntnietlng me, will be 
instructing and guiding me through my mind and pen. to get 
that picture.

Si tm vri* IVIff i gpl cRents the
potafitv of 1 aui US X. orplo, the
two ciHlll of the sp.nic 1 gurus
was a*k mg for teimlMirsemcitf.
but .Voiph,), I lie dow.n pouring
( ora ol (h« ( Clntral Sun, aaid
•'NO 1 Yoiu hexrun‘t any mind
wealth 10 will! ant n further
supply of Need Vo U Imvcn'i
sent any light of aspiration
hack up to tho Intolligonoa
wall. you cannot have any
more SectJ, until you Arc
capable of extracting from the
Bread'I,

The Spinal Activity
Breath of the Unfolding Mind

SINCE wc are now upon the Atomic M INI) Plane and will only really eslat by creating 
a mind, it certainly would be a good Idea to get a simple clear picture In the mind, of 

how we get that mind, and how to maintain IL The major point to realise first of all, la Ibe 
fact that the mind is not lost created In this life, but Is the outcome of a collected creation, 
gathered all over the Ages, and finally stored In the KtheHc body as the Mind Body. While 
the conscious mind resides in the blood and feeds the cells of the brain with consciousness 
to be burled Into the etberk. It Is this which Is the MAN, the Spirit, the Brilliancy of the 
Atom, ns the soul has been creating it over those Ages called TIME, ll Is the consistency of 
the Air Elements, ns shown in our Astrological Log, that will tell us what type of mind we 
have created out of the Breath, what Impediments are with us to master to maintain (lint 
mind, and what to avoid so as not to destroy and unbalance Its fragile creation.

8 ' 4

1 have used my own chart to 
chow of the enormous Witness, 
ihe (rue science of Astrology 
that man was endowed with to 
help guide him over the rough 
rand of memory. P u re  you 
will see three Planets in the 
sign of Gemini, giving Mercury 
in thr fluidic sign of Cancer, 
in tlie house of the Spirit, 
quits s good foundation So I 
haven't been too indolent over 
my lives h r  whatever I may 
have been in the Beginning, I 
sms now in a physical body 
down in Tartaros, until I 
lifted up the Planes to establish 
Vega

But I would ever have to 
wrestle with life until I could 
• f t  free, and that would only 
la  hv fuIMUng the covenant. 
That is

"Be fruitful and multiply, 
and replenish lltc earth 
and subdue it .. anil have 
dpRiNiun over every living 
fhtoK that nmvctb upon 
the earth *
Ihi« has nothing to do With 

e stela of Earth, or |uat 
digging (hr ground, ll means, 
nwetrr thr earthy state you 
have fafftra into, end build up 
thr mind fur the coming 
Warid to be* and get free. 
Of h r  rw far, what sees the tool, 
would eocepr hack to Bs 
oHgaaal I GO. and the con* 
a tsesH U , (ht mtad created by 
haldl and r i f t r tw c f .  would 
die, and |o o  would no Irngrr 
he as e «urn* low*, gotm t, 
•stag  awar ewes*. A creation 
d m  could think, create, direct 
ead matatahi ibr World of 
( erodes.

Thus the soul who left (he 
**f ortOfhd States** of the Nebula 
es e Spark, a creative pu—lbM• 
My. would ubtsda re a U n ltf ,  
and evhsrw el the red  ef Us 
jeer or y, bask to the t  GO, aa 
e mftgbrt r a s h t n a t  ef MINI) 
gutrwry. Nad a blank Atom 
H P  a t  light or wealth ef 
wPad. bet a Bsleg re s th g w r)  
ef I J G f f f . ated a cvedM to thr 
t esMStHategy treaffae that It 
sraa e e l  aw ay frees.

Near f  want h  m  
dame p  mmgdy and t l c e l t  as 
I P k  l a  ahrwwd di the mak 
thwawad pgpphnea. Ihdff i n

the Mother School of Universal 
Philosophy, studying the wis
dom in the Caret te. and even 
the lectures taken down in the 
la r th  School, here in Britain 
Tor the future Spiritual wealth 
of mind guidance Is Universal 
Philosophy. whose niaior 
School is on the Spirit Mind 
Plane of Vega. It is now fully 
established, with the Brealn 
consistent of the whole Solar 
(ialactical Creation. Tilled with 
the Chromospheric Wisdom of 
Universal Philosophy.

So to those groups just 
mentioned, turn your mind 
upwards to that Great Parent, 
the Solar Intelligent»«, and 
feel in at*one*ment with HIM. 
I or we often have a represen
tative fly over to make contact 
with us. and ask u t questions 
regarding something they can
not fathom.

Thus having created the 
necessary foundation, let ui 
begin to look into tins mighty 
mysterious creation called the 
MINI), the MAN. This auto
matically covers both man and 
woman, so do not fear, girls, 
that ww are being left out I

Thr first tiling we now have 
to accept, is (hr fact that we 
are bom and maintained from 
the Bit*alb, both mentally and 
genetically* Physically d o  2 
that la created from the animal- 
human m a t Ion, through the 
Genetic Powers drawn down 
Into lunar creation, the moon- 
Atlantia state of the past. The 
man of the future la Vega 
horn, he that is horn Internally 
of ■ revolting status of (lie 
MINI).

therefore Breath and its in- 
candrssrsit mastery, is the 
secret of osar becoming | hut 
how I W e aO know that we 
have to Breathe, hut we did 
not realtor that Breath held 
(he secret i.«» ea r mind and Ms 
creation. Hits w rta i  that the 
In a lh  Is not |e d  wind or air, 
hot a substance uncreated, 
holding (he whole of (he beat- 
*«m within Ms Pi honk M b* 
Hum.

) or reefvrhtag cow>f front 
rhl* Bnrath, s o  I he of action, 
ape mind, and sveu o n  rfheeV 
■ • h t r s m t ,  the Xpbtlual rep* 
lira of s e r  physical r n u tans. 
Or rvafly we should sa ), the

physical replica of the Maul, 
lids leases u» with the under* 
standing of the fact that we 
and flic Breath have got to 
know one another a great deal 
more. For what do we draw 
from the Breath, how and to 
what degree ? Once we know 
how, why, and wherefore, we 
can do much heller*

According to how we think, 
do we extract from the Breath, 
vs hereby the Hydroxyl, (hat 
consistent of Oxygen and Hy
drogen, enters tne lungs, and 
according 10 the I lioracic 
capacity of (he Dorsal Prana, 
doc* tne soul extract Then 
casts out the used breath as 
carbon dioxide, with the breath 
as breath, going no further 
titan the lungs, hut what was 
extracted in the Hydroxyl 
creation, was the unborn 
SEED. The Power to reim
burse the soul genetically, and 
give it the wherewithal 10 
become further reborn of the 
Spirit, the mind.

For it is only by the mind 
that the Spirit will exist, and 
bring further expansion into 
birth Therefore, having taken 
in of the Hydroxyl Seed, it 
goes up to the Sinus Sphenoid, 
that of (he Pituitary, and be
comes the Hormone wealth of 
the Important aland, the sixth 
Chakra, that or the Aina. To 
understand the depth of this a 
are*! deal better, read the first 
chanter of Job, who has been 
icbelling against the Creator, 
because he could not decipher 
what was m the new-born Seed 
as Wisdom.

I his incoming reimbursement 
is now Illicit with Universal 
Philosophy, so that means our 
11 tends across (he water who 
arc stud>mg the Wisdom, are 
awakening that gland to the 
mighty I ruth it now contains 
llvut it can begin to send down 
to the *oul fa dory below.
‘ drip by drip,** (he awakemed 
awareness llm  is the out* 
come ot a simple mind, and 
not that of (lie sophisticated
mdiv:idual whii> lias delflCCX Imd
univarvity education. that t l
the ortsc ut moment, in tin
aolidi tied ant iqualed state. l>
drivuig them to drugs

So her*1 w•  cotnc heck to
the simple Rhyme ..

■ Simple Simon met a Pie
man gomg to the fair. 
Said Simple Suwon lo the 
Pieman, let m# taste \ out 
ware.
V»i,| |he Pieman to Simple 
Simon, lit m< sec your 
money,
Said Simple Suwon. I OKI 
afraid I haven t any *

I)O K  In nut having hern aide 
In extract that Thoracic 

quality front the Breath, the 
Hormone intensity la dead. 
Ihc soul cannot even go ao 
far as to base an offspring, the 
hormone (s too negative, and 
this applies lo holli the Ova 
and the Spertiialnroon.

Ifcrc we cun see the Impor
tance of Hudy. for by the 
frlcllonlng of the mind hi 
•earthing, we find the Hull, (he 
•Simon or earthy state, trying 
lo And some wealth to capture 
(he Seed and become rclmhur*- 
ed. But I think here would be 
a good Idea If we draw (he 
chart again, It could help the 
astrological student, who h  
trying tn iindervtand himself.

i. Pomnmii awarinsis. 
t. Driving (area, 
t. Karihy mind daduetttm.
4. Up-crrnlion.
8. Ba-eraatlan at ilia f in .
I. Intultlva mind.
7. Mind accepting ra-barn Law. 
I. Rablrth af Plra ar Pit.
I. expansion aa winging Arrow 

ar playboy.
10. Wlidam and tarvlia ar just 

knowledge
I t .  Sp irit at Atomic blinding.
12. Moon wailng and waning, 

now talar birth.

Where you have your 
Planet* and their degree* plac
ed, will you base cither gained 
through the Seed Breath, or 
fruitlessly ■quandered. So h> 
this you cun Judge yourself, 
for In basing taken (he Breath, 
which you are awakening by 
the study of the Wisdom, drip 
by drip as thought, U goes 
down lo the factory below, %!a 
the bloodstream.

I hen the mmd. which is ut 
the bloodstream -t* the Proto* 
fslaanuc substance, n stirred l l « 
lKen stalls to agnate the Bull 
* , the earthy side o / the self, 
who sudden)* takes on of (he 
Warrior cve*t**o **'« and decid
es to labour for the new

Tie Whom i t  May Caacara*
Thank you far tha opposition.
! know haw ta transmute Power f

awakened Idea
So (he Hull atari* (tie iUhoo 

of Venus, di M uu the Warrior 
pills oo Id* arntoui. I Icrux live 
Seed leaves the hormone, and 
in live u u c  of (lie male, goes 
down to the Prostate, where it 
IS broiled CO rilhcl IxVvMPO 
Spinuit Air by (he boat, or 
juxt seminal fluid.

But if it is lurried into 
Spirit tic An by iho working 
aid o f lit* Venus, it turs iho 
Sri pent in the mil or cauda 
equina of live spine, and he 
begins lo rise lie  represents 
(ho wisdom of the p.xxt, and 
by being rcimhuraed by the 
New Seed, cum become polaris
ed, if he can take ibe frequen
cy o f Iho Prana rise,

I "ho female, under the new 
law * crawled hy Meroys, 
brings the Seed down to the 
womb aa (he ova, and she Ivy 
the aid of her Mors, begins tn 
weave new Idea*. This la where 
Male and Female can gel to
gether In mind creation aad 
not arxual desire.

Both male and female ara 
now equal In possibility, but 
until a greater change Is main
tained In the rcblrih of soul 
life, much help can be gained 
hy the male who has had 
advantage over the years, 
helping (he female In thought. 
This la the True meaning of 
LOVE and C'onipevsdon, but 
until, 1 mu here for (he time 
being, to avd*t both gender*. 
Front now onwards cover* 
both, except from the U  Ros 
dance of both hi ilnomlAn,

Spine, the mig
hty F e n n e l  
stick, you have 
live Cli okras; 
these are (he 
live kings who 
Went buy-wire 
w hen Abraham 
and Lot came 
down from Ur, 
a* the lis t 
horn of the 
Ftra (Gen, 14). 
Each one of 
the Chakras 
ha* nerve Nag* 
a* which cover 
the body. The 
Fire about lo 
rise la subli
mation, he gins 
with (he two 
lower Chakras, 

M ar* and \  enus. dancing the 
Lo Roa dance of the Spanish 
dancer*. Fire and energy in 
get Che Splritu* Ale-seed up 
the Sushumua channel of the 
spine.

On eithti side of the Spine, 
wc have the atlcicot and 
cltcrcnt v«gu> nerve*. thsl set 
the up and down movement of 
struggle, and represent* the 
Hull trvlng to grasp the Need. 
01* Venus getting reimbursed 
with the new idea She i* the 
Virgin born out ot the harlot, 
in the intuitive mind house. 
She is no longer leading the 
soul astray, but dancing with 
her husband, tier own martian 
vvamor, to get new thought 
into birth (oi the void. (Gen 
:  v. 2M SL
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Rebirth
b y  J o h n  M a lo n e

/  vHie alone, forgotten, without escape 
Upon the hard horn of the World. 
There /  lay, staring upward,
While the stars wheeled over,
And each day was as long 
As a life age of the Earth.
Faint to my ears came
The gathered rumour of all lands ;
The springing and the dying ,
The singing and the weeping,
And the slow and everlasting groan 
Of over-burdened stone.
And so at last Merope found me,
And took me up and bore me away.

gaas

Ttidttforc* the prtvioui du* 
gmm portraying the taking 
on of the wings of the mind.

The Rebirth of 
Mind and Spirit

S“ 0  the struggle now, is to 
carry the wealth up from 

Chakra to Chakra, that the 
Spiniux Air can be reimbursed 
mind. Mars and Venus arc the 
two participants in the story, 
and are wrestling for the time 
in the basic healed argument. 
This causes the Vagus Nerves 
to work back and forth ns the 
Dull drives, causing the en
docrine chain to quiver as its 
archives are being peered into.

All the time that Mars and 
Venus arc dancing the Spanish 
dance of frenzied love, they 
are starting up a contingency 
of Electrolysis. An electrical 
status of frequency vibration, 
bom out of the Hydrogen ol 
the Hydroxyl Seed. Having 
settled the argument, the pair 
in embrace of a thought begin 
to rise, and it is between one 
Chakra to the next, that the 
electrolysis is activated.

This means the continual 
resolution of the mind, where 
the soul is concerned ; it must 
not stop. For the electrolysis 
only remains active for two 
hours, and then begins to 
reverse itself in an introvert 
state. This applies to night and 
day, so accounts for why 
Merope only ever takes two 
hours sleep, she keeps her mind 
ever spinning in an infinity 
revolution within.

If the electrolysis Is Wept 
going, the embraced pair go 
from Chakra to Chakra, rais
ing up the frequency of the 
now thought, increasing the 
sensitivity as they go. This is 
the driving of the Bull to 
draw the wealth up to his 
triune creation Capricorn. But 
the mystery comes at the fifth 
C hakra; is the expansion 
going to Saturn, the old heart 
creation, or to the new ex
pansive idea ?

If true belief lias been set 
into motion, all the nervous 
system is alive with fire, and 
the soul is dancing with new 
life. If it is truly born, the 
Bull as the old crcution of 
the mind, carries It up the 
cervical, up to the infundibul
um, where It drips down onto 
the Pituitary, to take the 
journey all over again. The 
first one was through the 
ethcric, and this is where we 
see a better explanation of the 
drawing of polarity.

The soul expanded out 
from the source, the fourth 
house of Cancer, and polaris
ed all up to Capricorn, where 
it became the ethcric rebirth 
of new light. Now the soul 
will go all through it again.

by treading it in, in living 
example. l l \h  in the biggest 
difficulty of all, because the 
mind has die idea, but will it 
discard all the old ideas, and 
live the new one. lliii  is the 
controversy that takes place, 
when new ideas arc tried out, 
but the wisdom is either not 
known or accepted. This it die 
reimbursement of the mind.

Well I it has been accepted, 
and die bull is decapitated at 
the Altar, that of die sixth 
house, lor the new ideas. Then 
in the ninth die fledging of the 
mind takes place, winging its 
aspiration up to the heights. 
1 his is the significance in 
Matthew 27, whereby "Christ, 
tho Solar Glory', is crucified 
and Simon is made to bear the 
cross."

This h  Jesus the king of the 
Jews, and Is the soul claiming 
masterhood und mind rebirth, 
with all religious lunatics de
claring it Is sacrilegious, like 
they say about nil with new 
ideas of evolutionary rebirth. 
Then from the sixth hour unto 
the ninth, there Is darkness 
over the land, ns the old idea 
Is reborn Into the new and 
more expansive Idea.

Then the soul lias to accept 
the rebirth, and cries out in 
his anguish, “My God, why 
hast thou forsaken me ?** This 
is the Hill of Golgotha, where 
the old skull is cast, and the 
soul Is truly bom of master- 
hood. He, like Orion, has 
mastered the Elements in the 
Winds und the Waves, thus 
buried away in the old stone 
sarcophagus, and the soul be

comes reborn of mind and 
spirit.

In die second round of this 
story, the Spiritus Air, now of 
the reborn mind, goes up to 
the heights, over the Arach
noid Web, stirring the gods of 
the soul into the rebirth. For 
the Neptunian Waters have 
come into their own, as the 
Sky-weeping Waters of die 
gods.

This is where the eleventh 
and twelfth houses come into 
the picture. Aldiough you must 
remember, nil the houses are 
in polarity, and are ever in a 
state of ionisation. Counter
union blending within the soul,

giving the mind rebirth, yet 
vve also have to remember, 
that in between each Chakra, 
the electrolysis it blending up 
the black nud white states 
separated by the new idea, 
hence the frtctioaing that 
takes place.

The last two houses bring 
about the rising of die Arc, 
as Venus sitting up in the 
F'ontnncllc is driving the loom 
with her feet, She bus gained 
the knowledge, now the wis
dom m utt become the sparking 
glory of the Arc, so tliat die 
crown of the Arc brings a 
new Ovcrshadownncc to give 
her further new ideas.

Then in Pisces being com
plete )-( und no longer waxing 
and waning, the way is set Q« 
und the mind is reborn, in the 
Warrior taking on of new 
armour. This is where the 
Commissure, the EYE of the 
becoming Godhead is ever 
being reborn.

In the plate below...

/

it can be seen how the Eye 
resides in tho third Ventricle, 
where tho mystical Air of the 
mind changes the EYE of 
Aldcbaran. Here we sec the 
two hemispheres of the mind, 
divided by the corpus callo
sum. This is the Etheric and 
conscious, and where the ethcr
ic or established mind, is ever 
tapping on die Wall, to 
awaken the conscious mind 
into rebirth.

I

1. Front of brain. 2. Loft ild t  
of brain. S. Corpus Callosum. 
4. Right side of brain. 6. Dock 
of brain.

Royal Glory of the Mind

BY Merope lifting up the 
Planes of the Cosmic, she 

lifted up the planes of the 
soul in that of their Chakras. 
Thus the whole World was 
lifted up out of Tartarus or 
the pit, onto the MIND Plane. 
She sent wisdom up to the 
Central Sun, that enhanced the 
beauty of its Brilliancy, and 
accounts for the glory of the 
Solar light. This she does by 
her aspiration rising above the 
usual level, causing her Etheric 
body to shine all the greater, 
thus reimbursing herself.

But if she were to keep on 
drawing upon her Ethcric for 
wisdom, and when adding of 
the Breath she did not by her 
conscious mind perceive the 
new light and replace, in time 
she would stone herself, by 
emptying out of her Solar 
light. This applies to everyone, 
for Merope is die Prototype 
for all to follow. All this is 
going to grow as man awakens 
on the Mind Plane that he 
has been established on.

For this is die Virgin Mind 
Plane, where all old creations 
are disposed of, and man is 
bom anew, it being up to him 
to bring new thought into 
birth. He can become as a 
Virgin son, if he chooses to 
discard all those states that 
now arc obsolete. Where all 
states of war, evil and disaster 
no longer ex ist; if they come 
about, it is because it is in die 
mind of the soul and he will 
not relinquish it, hence creates 
the act. By adopting the new 
ideas, the Hierarchs, or inter
nal wealth in the Breath, can 
become the new higher 
creative purpose.

Hence Pre-propulsion is the 
drive of the Virgin Atom, the 
soul born of the new virgin 
thought. Thus living in the 
divine Reality of the Central 
Sun inflow, lie is letting the 
Prismatic Glory pour through 
him in embraced belief. He 
believes that he is an Atomic 
Pile of mighty wealth, and 
wants all to be turned into die 
glory of the mind. So seeks of 
the Wisdom diat will help die 
Breath to become mind, and 
guide his feet.

Then by constant struggle 
and renunciation, he becomes 
of the Hydro-electric mind, 
where what comes in the 
Breath, becomes instantan
eously transmuted, and he be
comes a revolving Inflnity 
drawing direct from the Cen
tral Sun. He becomes a World 
unto himself, a mind, a World 
of LIGHT, Vega. He is ever 
sending new Thought and 
light back to the heights, for 
all now has become of super- 
sensitivity. This causes the

mitotic spindle of his chromo
somes to spin, and the light of 
his etheric now begins to 
radiate in his physical counter
part.

For Uranus is sparking, the 
soul is alive, for Propulsion 
lies in the endless drive of the 
intensified Breath. No longer 
is Simon the Bull going to 
betray the soul, but drive and 
become. All becomes vibronic 
reality and the soul is fully 
Hicrarchial born, while the 
Hicrarchial YOD, the super- 
sensitive Power from Outer 
Space, is now the Breath of 
God that will feed and fructify 
all.

Woman now is fully eman
cipated, for by raising up her 
mind, she becomes married up 
to the Central Son, who Is the 
Great Intclligcncia. The Great 
Bluck Bull who will Sire ail 
Women, by sperm in g her 
wealth with Divine Solar 
Sperm through the Breath, 
thus helping her to bring forth 
the Solar Babe, the Royal 
Glory of her mind.

Now, on the Hicrarchial 
Mind Plane, she will become 
the Hicrarchial polarised Vir
gin, where she will be filled 
with the Enceinte Blessing of 
Thermogenic Power. Every 
soul now, is open to the purity 
of the inflowing Virgin Ethers, 
but with Woman holding the 
wealth down in her depths of 
the magnetic, in being Sperm- 
cd by the Master Divine, will 
she hand up her wealth to 
HIM by uspirationnl glory, 
and to HIM only.

Thus cvciy spinster, widow, 
and those crippled by life's 
struggles through the Ages, 
will now be Blessed by the 
LOVE of dial Divine Creator. 
HE and HIS Father arc ONE, 
hence the octavial dance of 
the Virgin is the Hicrarchial 
King's enthroning in her heart. 
Therefore every woman is now 
the Bride to the Great Christ, 
the Living Glory of the 
Heavens. Hence it is up to 
every woman to build up HIS 
FACE within her being, that 
in her Atomic weaving she is 
blessed by the Hicrarchial 
interpenetration.

Then by Metope's selfless 
struggle, every soul wDI be 
baptised with Hierarchial con
sciousness and become born of 
Vega Royalty. But as the 
Atom, filled with the immen
sity of Outer World Space, 
Divine Propulsion, is the 
driving action to freedom.
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NEW WORLD UNFOLDMENT
Continued from  Page 7

Q .. .  The Divine EGO is of 
the Atomic Vibration, and the 
lower ego is the conscious 
mind that is gradually building 
itself back up to the Atomic 
frequency.
A ...Y es that is right, through 
consciousness.
Q .. .  And once it is buried 
into the EGO then it is on 
the same wavelength as the 
Central Sun Breath.
A .. .  Yes, that is right, and 
that is what Merope has done. 
There is no higher mind and 
lower mind with Merope. She 
is conscious of every tiling, 
both being blended together. 

Therefore It is no longer 
the lower Elements prevail- 
ing,

. . .  They are only with you as 
the means for you to struggle 
to master your weaknessess,. . .  

hut the continual Waveband 
between Uranus and Nep- 
tune.

Ever firing the Atomic Mind, 
bringing into birth new beliefs.

These reveal the Jloyal 
prerogative o f life and Its 
purpose. The last year being 
the culmination to this uni
fication, now results In man 
living In his Etlierlc body, 
where by the Etlierlc and 
Breath uniting, the Royal 
Fired Mind Is the result.
He comes down one side of 

his spine und he goes up the 
other. One side is of the 
mundane and the other is of 
the hthcric ; exoteric and the 
Etheric. On one side you sen* 
sitisc the exoteric and on the 
other side you sensitise the 
Ether ic.

But many have now become 
const, ions of this through 
their conscious minds awak
ening.
They are now awakening, 

for the Word is moving thorn, 
and they arc beginning to just 
see family through it.

This is the ego to EGO 
transformation, density Into 
Spirit. Man becomes Spirit 
born, his Spirit has risen 
through personal relativity. 
lie  has struggled, he has 

tried to live, he hos tried to 
build up a mind, he has tried 
to see the depths of things. 

(See plate on page II)
As he so unifies lie becomes 
Mind born on the Plane of 
the MIND, no longer earth 
und water, but MIND free 
from lust animal desire and 
earthy creation. He Is born 
of the Atomic, the glory of 
the Atom, for man is an 
Atom, a spark o f Divinity. 
Hence his Relativity, his 
past, being unified by the 
down-pouring Ethers, gives 
him an Atomic eclipse.

He is completely over
shadowed by the Glory of the 
Hierarchs, all the Glory of 
Divine Overshadowance, he is 
completely blended up by the 
Atomic eclipse.

Therefore the Abstract 
Word, which lie has been 
wrestling with, gives him the 
true understanding of Real
ity. No longer seeing through 
illusion, but the REAL  
Truth of life, the Royal 
Wisdom of life.

You see, so many of you 
are inclined to see things the 
way religion has taught you, 
and religion hus taught you 
wrongly.

No longer befogged by false 
religious beliefs, but the 
true dynamics o f Divine 
Husbandry, where royal 
growth comes forth. The 
soul becomes horn of Divin
ity, that Is, born of Hlerar- 
chla! Overshadowance. Div
inity becomes the growing 
Godhead within you, hence 
you are becoming Solar 
born and Solar conscious. 
A heavenly Being becomes 
your Guardian Leader or 
Controller, For the Ethers 
arc the Powers of the 
Hierarchs, and by you 
struggling to think, you give 
them life, and you are 
guided by the Heavenly 
Ones. But the more you 
become reborn of conscious

ness, is the Hierarch given 
levitation or Ariel flight. The 
dance up and down the 
Ethers in mind growth.
Not just guides, not just 

other people, but you are 
guided now by Heavenly Ones. 
What you want to do is to 
learn to build up a mind so 
that you have got garments of 
Light, you have got garments 
to wear, you have got a mind 
body, and you will then go 
up onto the higher Planes;

you won't go down into the 
lower planes.

Now this paragraph should 
help you a great deal, to 
show you whnt you can do if 
you really pul yourself out. Ii 
is everlastingly making your 
conscious mind uwaken, so 
that your conscious mind can 
see through tho Word. Tnkc 
the Word ; don't just sit there 
and say, "1 can't possibly 
understand this." Never turn a 
blind eye or a deaf car to any
thing, because everything has 
some meaning; everything has 
some creation or depth to it. 
Build up the Fired Mind, and 
then you can come away from 
the density of the Earth and 
you will find yourself seeing 
with the clarity of new life.
Q ... Master, where it says that 
everything is a continual wave
band between Uranus and 
Neptune, aren't we in fact the 
Uranian Atom, with the In

flowing Breath as the Great 
Neptunian Waters of Space, 
and it is the continual friction- 
ing of the two that sets up the 
Light.
A. • • Yes, that is quite true.

This is the frequency o f the 
Planes which are still within 
the soul, as well as the sen
sitivity growing through the 
soul consciously discarding 
old states.
Now the Planes are within 

you. When it is given over in

your Bible of the Creation of 
tho seven Planes, that was 
within you. It could not be a 
creation anywhere else, but us 
It was created in the soul then 
it became created in the 
Heights ; it bccunic created in 
the World itself. Because 
what is created in the Higher 
is of Beauty, is of Vibration, 
is of LICiH I'. What hns been 
created within you is of the 
density.

Until eventually the NORM  
or the Pineal Gland, becom
es one with the heart and 
they make marriage and lock 
the door.
What you believe becomes n 

heart purpose.
(See plate on this page)

No longer a separation of 
the mind one way and the 
heart another. In fact the 
beast has gone up to the 
heights, and become the 
Beast before the Throne.

That is your bestial side in 
the depths, that has gone up as 
Light, because he is the one 
down in the depths that has 
been making you get experien
ce and see with new thought. 
It is always the bestial state; 
as it begins to see that it won't 
get anywhere by being the 
beast, and it is only bringing it 
pain, so the beast begins to 
learn and eventually it goes 
up too. He is the one that we 
call Sut, little Sut, black Sut, 
who does all the labouring.

The conscious mind sees 
through all purposes o f life. 
Through this the Fontanelle, 
the top of the head, becomes 
the Hierarchlal Creation, 
that o f the Central Sun.
It bursts out into the glory 

of your aura, and your aura 
radiates.

The soul is alight with 
Divine Manhood, the soul is 
glorified hy Divinity.
No longer the negative 

passive states but you have 
now a Divine Positive state.

But every soul who takes of 
the FIRE o f the Word takes 
of the Glory of God.
So whenever you can get 

anyone to read the Gazette, or 
you pass it on, you unbeknown 
to them, force them to take 
of the FIRE.

For tills Is the Chromo
spheric Royalty of the Cen
tral Sun and forces the soul 
to become of Spiritual risen 
light. An automatic revolving 
lakes place, sending up the 
depths to heights, through 
the unity o f TIME and the 
Ether Breath becoming a 
glorified M IND creation.
Because that Spiritual risen 

light is in the Breath also, 
everything is in the Breath; 
all from the Solar Galactical 
Poles is in the Breath. It is 
everlastingly feeding your 
bloodstream, with the Breath 
driving your bloodstream up 
to your mind and through 
your heart, and by it ever 
revolving and feeding the 
bloodstream with new thought 
out of the Breath, you revolve. 
You are ever sending up your 
depths to the heights, you are 
forced to do it. But you will 
only get an understanding of 
it when you take the Word, 
and ns you take the Word you 
say, "Ah I I am doing that 
too, I know I am doing it, I 
can feel It."

This helps you to build the 
mind body up. So you can see 
now, by Merope sending that 
letter to the pope, then sending 
it out to vast numbers in the 
country, and they ore also 
going out abroad, they are 
going to be forced to take this 
Word. It is appealing to them, 
it is showing them that they 
ore really flnely built souls.

THE NORM AUGHT
H E R E  Ii a vary myittrloui and anclant pinto, ihowlno tho bloitomlno of tho Norm In tho mldit 
”  of tho Noptunlan Wntori, with tho Solar Qlory rlnlnu up from out of tho control nucleus of
I I I  growth. Whan tho io u I can bring thli Light radiating within hit own mind, then ho It building
up tho Arc of tho Covenant within hli Internal being, and feeding the Divinity of tho Central 
Sun with tho Royalty of hli Virgin Thoughti. Thus ho bocomoi a Solar-Qalactlcal Prlait, ipoaklng
forth Dlvlno Wisdom, and Spormlng tho world Into roborn life. (See text In col. 4).
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hut they arc not luklng the 
Word at they ahould he doing. 
They 11live not known why 
they nhould stand for celibacy. 
They have not been able to 
tee why they should not lake 
the pill. Tire pope never gave 
them any answer.

Now they have seen the 
purpose. What doci it make 
ihcir pope 7 It makes him 
blind, and Mcropc the one 
with Wisdom. Ihev can't help 
but now see that their pone is 
not an emissary of the Christ, 
but Mcropc is a Chriited One, 
because she brought the 
answer to it.
Q ., .  Master, it is almost at 
though wo have been presented 
with a fantastic gift of 
creation. We are here on this 
Earth Plane, and we have this 
fantastic machine, or creation, 
at our disposal as soon as we 
want to woke up, and stir 
ourselves into action. It is all 
there waiting for us.
A ,. .  Yes, that Is perfectly true, 
It Is absolutely waiting there, 
and you never cun start too 
early with any child to try and 
awaken It. Teach them through 
the very things thut they play 
with, and the very things they 
see, what It refers to. Make 
them start to talk that way 
amongst themselves.

This became fully accom
plished as this last week’s 
lecture was sent forth, and 
all was given forth from the 
unified glory of the Spirit 
World of Light.
So now from last Sunday 

onwards you are on the other 
side of the fence. You arc not 
in the old World, because you 
are being taught of the New 
Language, the New Thought, 
the New Creation. Those who 
won't listen, well, they arc on 
the other side of the fence, 
and if they won't awaken, then 
that is their loss.

Now It Is up to every soul 
who awakens, to believe and 
accept the depths of this 
trulli, so that they can help 
to turn darkness into light. 
But it does become an auto
matic fact in the mind, 
through the soul awakening 
by the Incoming Ether 
Breath building up the mind.
If you want to be it, you 

must live it, you must radiate 
it and talk in no other way 
but this Truth. Don't say, “oh, 
they will never understand it"; 
you talk that way, they will 
listen, particularly if you arc 
confident. But you have got 
to know what you are saying, 
you have got to believe what 
you are saying, and you have 
got to be very positive, and 
not be afraid to say it.

Man now being entirely 
born o f the Ethers of Outer 
World Space. No longer 
living down In the pit, 
breathing the stagnant air 
of the magnetic. But alive 
with Royal tilerarchial life 
and heavenly purpose, and 
seeking to make his way 
back to the Cod creation he 
was bom from. But now as

and as she ha« substantiated it 
so it became the higher LAW, 
and nobody can altar it

Hence now, by LAW rebirth, 
the whole World Is born 
Inin Immortality, and fulfills 
the mystical Glory of Reve
lations. Where the Angel 
revealed to John the hus
bandman, the possibilities 
that lay ahead. But this Is 
where the whole World Is 
drown away from war and 
destruction and lifted tip Into 
light.
They arc forced now to turn 

their eyas upwards and away 
from the darkness of the lunar. 

Where the true revelation of 
growth and Evolution Is 
made clear, and all falsity 
created by man for his own 
ends, Is struck away. This Is 
fixed by LA W, and no man 
can alter, but lust "die" In 
rebellion.
I am sure you will be able 

to study this, or keep it as the 
means of piercing all future 
lectures, and as you then get 
the lectures and you are able 
to extract the thoughts out of 
them, you now must remember 
you are on the other side of 
the fence, you are on the 
Immortal side. You are not 
on the old physical side, where 
you are going to sec with 
falsity of thought, you are 
going to see now with Royal 
'Thought. You are going to 
see by Truth. You are going to 
realise that all that you see is 
not for you to take in a 
sympathetic form.

Yes, Compassion, but Com
passion and sympathy ure two 
different things. Compassion is 
where you feel the Compassion 
for the soul who has to 
struggle with that problem. 
You might give them advice, 
but if they refuse it then they 
must go and learn the hard 
way.

But never take on their bur
dens. I warn you of this. This 
is what poor Mcropc did once 
and was very hurt. Never take 
on of their burdens ; let their 
burdens be their own respon
sibility, and always remember 
that Compassion is the 
TRUTH.

TH E DIVINE  
INV O C A TIO N
RE AT Holy Powers of 

* *  DIVINE GLORY, send 
down Thy Beauty, Thy Holy 
Brilliance, In the Great Breath 
of All Life, that every soul 
will he Infused by Thy Radiant 
uplifting Internal Beauty, and 
bring forth o f their Internal 
Glorious Wonders. We leave 
all in Thy Care, with the new 
WORD In Its Holy fragile 
creation now being born by 
Me rope, us she nurtures It into 
Holy Life. Amen.

a MIND, not lust a spark, 
hut a mind, thus Spirit horn,
So it is up In you how much 

you lake of the Word, how 
much you awaken, thut you 
ure going to breathe in of the 
Breath, and breathe of the 
Fresh Air. You can be sitting 
next to one who cun be 
breathing 'down the pit' but 
you can be breathing up in the 
Fresh Air, because you arc 
breathing in of a greater quota 
of vibration.

Now the soul Is standing on 
the Virgin Plane, where he 
Is freed from all past slates 
of Karma, thus free to go 
on. But he loo must believe 
this, then he will bring Into 
blrllt new Ideas out o f his 
past growth.

this, It leads him to pasture\ 
not', While all the lime. 
Divinity Is building up In Ills 
blood-life, bringing him to 
the royalty of a son of God. 
Par God can only hr made 
manifest within the soul 
himself, where hr takes on 
o f the LAMB, the Christos 
state, the purified being.

The source to Source, Is the 
very depilts o f the soul 
c real Ion, built up from I he 
EL powers created by the 
Hebrews, In the Source of 
the Central Sun, brought 
fully Into birth by Me rope. 
That being the EL Powers, 
and when the two unite, you 
get the full meaning of 
Merope's diagram.

creation, no conception until 
you give them thought. You 
lake them ns Power, give them 
thought, and (hey ore created 
within you. Bui they arc alive ; 
they arc Live Powers with no 
mind, no creotion, until you 
give them creation; then of 
course they become greater 
than you, nut they are your 
Over-ihadowuncc, and when 
you blend them with yourself, 
and blend them up in your 
mind, they become your 
Grcoicr Over-thadowancc of 
Light,

When Mcrope first became 
aware of me, I was just 
Hermes. She saw me on the 
mountain side, accepted me, 
and then began to build me up 
from just phi in Mercury. They 
had built me up in Greece by 
their dialecticism, but all they

THE WINGED MIND

A S the soul has strugolsd to free himself from the cloying illusion of the depths, so ho has become 
arlol born, seolng all from a cosmic consciousness. No longtr hold to personality statos of tho 

earth, but royally dancing across tho Planes, a Spirit reborn of his Holy Dlvln# Horltago. (See 
text on page 10, col. 1).

did wus go back and forth, 
back and forth, never giving 
new ideas, never building up 
of u new creation.

Mcrope then gave me New 
Life, and she built me up as 
the Royal Master. Mcropc has 
done all this througn her 
mind by belief. She created.

That means where every
thing of the past is buried in. 
Everything is clean and free 
and ready now to build up 
anew. You may think some of 
what you get is fantastic, but 
you cannot bring anything but 
what you can create. That is 
the point. Anything you bring 
you can create but you have 
got to stand by it, and you 
have got to see it through.

The Word helps him to do

Powers

• U n i t e d  in 
D iv in i ty

•EL Power#

Moses created the EL 
Powers, he brought them into 
birth. These Powers have no
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THE WAY OF ASCENSION
by The Lord Hierarch of Scorpio

These are extracts taken from the Lecture given at the S.li P H . on Wednesday, 4th Febroerv 
197$, Sentences in <U1»cs are these that w*r# chosen from the Lecture of th* previous Sunday, to 
he given greater and mere simplified explanation.

M E R O P E ' S  OPENING P R A Y E R
R E A  T  Divine Spirit, once again hy gather together, seeking enquiry' into the Words 

^  s n  Ain? fu r M p  and explanation that will help us to become unified ami linked up with 
the Higher Plones. That those gathered will be able to comprehend a great deal mo*v 

the understanding o f  the Word, and by blending-in with that W ord . find their sensitivity 
opening up to a greater frequency . A nd so we leave ourselves in Thy Hands in the name o f  
Love and Service. A M E N .

T H E  M A S T E R  T H E N  M A N I F E S T E D

PEA C E BE U N T O  YOU A L L
Again W e gather in your midst and wc come to  help you, not only to  comprehend the 

W ord, hut to  find the linking between yourselves and the Powers of Spirit, and if only 
you could hold the Power that you gather up in the Temple through the Teachings, it would 
help you considerably to  go forth  on your journey.

got it on the lower thought, 
she has got it raised i ight up 
to  the E'ontancllc, unci brought 
it into the Light o f her Void, 
and her Arc. or d u l l  we say 
her Aura. She has brought it 
right up. all a l ig h t; she is 
glowing with it and  she is 
sending it down to  you all 
aglow, and you are going to  
receive her 1 ight. This is het 
Work.

(See plate below)

Whereby, through the em erg
ing, she will shine fo rth  o f  
H is true internal beauty . as 
the causation o f  the T h eo 
cratic reality now  to  becom e  
the genetic glory o f  rebirth.
She is going to  be alight with 

Divinity, and that is why she 
is now m arried up to  the  Cen
tral Sun by frequency. So 
M cropc is shining fo rth  with 
all His G lory, and vou have 
got to  do the same thing. She 
is bringing into birth  a causa-

\ ou a te  going to  be stabilised. 
hut w ithout the heart, you arc
useless

F or the V\irgin st*m• of the
m in d  is n()M open to the
purity o f tkEg lnfl.tu’Mg
Virgin ld fu rr Jf,
M cropc in raising up the

Planes has r-a i sed1 vou up to
the  V irgm Plitine. Now )0U art
either going ito believe this. or
not. This is whe re the heart
purpose <comes in. and by
believing u. you put it into
operation, because man creates, 
and he is the creator. Man a 
the son o f G od  because he 
receives the  Glories of God. 
H e is filled with all the inflow
ing E thers, the Glory of the 
Breath.

So now . by receiving of 
these inflowing Ethers, he is 
either, by the Word and his 
belief and  his heart purpose, 
going lo  open up his breathing 
capacity to  the full measure of 
the  B reath, or he is going to 
just ‘peek* a t  it.

★  ★  ★

NrO\V tonight it is n o t so 
m uch the W ord and its 

explanation that l am  bringing 
to you, but 1 w ant to  try and 
bring you into inter blend mg 
with the Powers that are com
ing with the W ord. T h  is is 
w hat we find very difficult with 
all o f  you.

T he reason why vou do not 
understand the W ord is be
cause you do not blend w ith i t  
You tad  to  leave the Plane 
that you are m anifesting upon, 
in regard to  earthy things, 
and  enter into this higher 
Ascendancy. Once you can do 
this you will find that the 
heart and the N orm  (the 
pineal gland) will unite, and 
whatever may be your difficul
ties. you will not find your
selves swinging down into 
your lower 'moon* state.

Now this is the trouble with 
you all Instead o f keeping up 
on your Solar creation, you 
swing down into your moon 
state, and reside in it, which 
is onlv th a t of the 'beast.' the 
Sul Now it is the Sut that you 
are trying to m aster, and he is 
the one w ho is striving very- 
hard  no t be be mastered.

If you cannot m aster him, 
then he is ever going to  rule 
vou, and you will never take 
him up as Hhc beast before the 
throne.' You will never find 
your etheric body absorbing 
the inflowing K im . and giving 
forth o f the Fired Mind. So 
you have got to  now decide in 
your mind what you intend to 
do. Y ou cannot reside in both 
worlds. It a  either a W orld o f 
the Mind that you are striving 
for, o r you are going to remain 
on the Earth, which eventually 
means disintegration.

Now you have got to make 
u p  your mind, and please do 
listen to what I say. and do 
not think that this is just a  
passing statem ent It a  not 
gouvg to  be very long before 
there is going to be some 
wading and gnashing of teeth. 
There are going to be many 
traged not so very far 
ahead !

Now you most have awaken
ed to  this T ru th , otherwise you 
would no t be seeking for the 
Word. W hat you have got to  
do tv to  U v and become o f iL
You have got to try and
bet icve  it. and tread it into the
Earth . Th►e New W orld is of
Belief . because you arc now
ebrob* t up  onto a h igher
Plane.

Y o ii aiI t  seeing with the
royalty of the Mind, and YOU 
a tv becoming of the Sp-.nl You 
anal the S y w i are becoming 
blended . y o u  are opening up 
to  the Spang, and vou a r t
!Ifbk■ g  •  treeOKMU a » I  4  toy
tha t you do nlOt CMaft to  tone
TW(% m a  ruvibitv 41i4 a glory

I h  vour*. i* 4  oan km M H
yewg |  by right You don 't want
to ifcife \ f i l l  M tk*  M od .
th*l ft the CiteW> of th» M u d .
am1 m c f  thIf* & in h im d
thel  the uilevn.l l P r in t
aan»Vrf v

N’OW we are going to  take 
the words from  the Sab

bath lecture, and 1 am  going 
to take them slowly, to see it 
l can creep into your mind. 
Try to comprehend each state
m ent as 1 make it, so that it 
manifests within your mind 
and conveys to  you an inter
nal vision.

The Centred Sun as the 
D iv ine Fatherhood, is it oh 
infusing the whole o f crea
tion. through the Virgin 
acceptance and wholehearted 
belief.
Now M cropc is the Virgin, 

who has brought the infinity 
between man and the Central 
Sun. She did this by her beliefs 
and we accepted it, and she 
then had to  tread it into the 
Earth. So M eropc set it into 
operation, and in so doing, it 
is pouring down into your
bloodstream.

M cropc is the Cosmic Vir
gin, the one who set the New 
Laws in the Heights, but you 
have now got to  make your
own Virgin work, and your
\  irgm is your Venus. She has 
got to do this within yourself, 
within your internal being, so 
that y our depths and your
heights carry out what Merope 
has done and you become born 
o f the Higher Law.

For the attuned creation o f  
rebirth is completely staled, 
and cfl is now going to be a 
comprehensive audible octav- 
hit expression o f  the Holy
FA CE. through the Seed o f
the Hie rare hial LO R D o f
Scorpio.
It would oot m atter if

M cropc went tonight o r in ten 
years time, the LAW is as she 
has created iL Nobody can 
alter iL So in being completely 
sealed, all ts now going to be 
a comprehensive audible ex
pression. which means you can 
speak o f it, and raise it up 
octave after octave as you 
become aware o f its inner 
Truths, and it is going to 
become an expression of your 
hoiv Face, whereby you are 
going to become radiant with 
iL Your blood is going to be 
filled with its g lo r a .  through 
the Seed of the Hiermrchial 
I O RD  o f Scorpio being caught 
by the Bull and continually 
feeding you with New Life.

T h e genetic rt‘birth is now
o f the supreme WotCtS Of' the
HoOv Gioe\- c»if the Fat1her'
hood* foe xAnt the Huv t n
chial r  irjri* m ust now seek
to Seed, is the entrancesneat

1he as piraticmai ability o f
the m ighty Fitrn  W ord
So the Roval Waters that

arc now being bom  within you, 
are o f the Divine Fatherhood. 
But vVcc Mcropc has now 
been the mean \ of you receiv
ing of this Seed, she must now 
Fire it with New Thought,
New Bel vf, so th4t she sends
up h? the O m tral Stin as pi Ta
tio a i l a  tab ty . wtuch, irn coming
downi to  yOU. »  flloinig to  I ire
you also t i t k  it* asp’rational
p ro p mwty But uiiindI you. iH
(hut W 'll (w h  cevrue about if
you are ciinching 1out Kv it

Yeftl 4f t  re 3Are>4 iham
word1  and if vou tea- is believe

TH E RED EEM ER
THROUGH her struggles and her suffering. Merope has risen 
1 up in mind frequency to the equal vibration el the Central 
Sun. Thus she becomes ONE with the Great Fatherhood and 
carries His Begotten Glory In her ever expanding mind; sending 
out His Cosmic Directions to all still labouring in the depths, that 
by their reception and acceptance el that Royal Word, they might 
find redemption from their world of illusion, and be reborn Into 
the Vega World of Holy Atomic Mind Light. (See text In cel. 4).

what is being given to  you, 
you will try to live iL You will 
put yourself out to do iL you 
will start to tread with the 
thought and the belief that you 
are going to put this into 
opera t»on.f.\nd you are going 
to  say, *T must find aspiration. 
I must trv and get the Word 
‘F ired / so that 1 become all 
Fired, and 1 can feel creeping 
into mv mind a new Royalty 
upon what 1 already know, so 
that 1 can give it expansion." 
You are going to stretch vour 
mind, you are going to  reach 
ou t for iL You ate not going 
to be content with what you 
have g o t , you are going to 
reach out with all your heart. 
You want to know something 
yet higher still upon that 
Glory ; because do W ord ever 
stands suit, it a  ever mutable 
and unfokUblc.

Th e Wat itdf

Spi\rit, in i vk h u  now risen
up to  tkle FontanaUr and
ame*gvm lnro its d h lx r  G low

Holy U G H T ,£

So M arope now,—alw iy*
Marc>pC has to  do it first, she
has now 11 v.n the Word up.
all a!light with the Spirit, right
up t 0 the FOoUocBc. that u
of Iti frequence She has not

tK>o of Theocratic reality, to  
flow through you. N o t illusion, 
not the old id eas; she is 
giving you the New Birth.

The re fore the originality o f  
the Holy Word, is the attune* 
m ent o f  the Virgin Breath 
with the royal tonsure o f  the 
Hie torch iai Priest.
So now having done that 

and sending down to you o f 
the Spirit, and the Divinity 
with in the W ord, she is now 
going to Fire you with the 
Desire to become an  H ierar
chic! Priest You are going to  
awaken to  this, and you will 
want to 'serve* in some way 
or other

Y ou will want to try and 
bring »oto your inner being, 
the Glories o f the Heights. \  on 
will want to be able to  spread 
out to  the Mysteries, because 
the Inner Mvxtcr*cs within your 
E thertc  arc c ry in g  out to y o u , 
*AVe want to b re a th e , wc 
want to expand . we want to 
become vour w in d " And th *  
vs the urging that wdt go on 
within your heart.

Now the heart i- •  verv 
very im portant organ, because 
once vou can pfl the bc.%rt 
fixed w ith vour IV v r ti,  then

T his is where alt becomes 
the beatitude o f the Nep
tunian personality in its 
positive degree o f unfold* 
m ent.
So if you can take the whole 

fulness o f  the Virgin Ethers, 
you r conscious mind is going 
to go right up  to the heights 
and  you  are  going to dance 
the glories o f the freedom of 
the m ind. You arc going to 
feel the wonders of the Un
seen. Y ou arc going to touch 
the G lories o f the Heavens. 
Y ou are  going to be blessed 
with the Hierarchial possibili
ties and  will begin to draw 
o u t o f  the cells of the brain 
untold mysteries.

F or all now  by the union 
w ith the heights is blended 
u p  into divine Manhood. 
N ow  that is the most impor

tan t thing o f alL Either you 
become a M an, or you are 
still o f  the feminine. Once the 
M anhood is radiating from 
the soul, then Divinity is 
m aking its way through his 
bloodstream .

The soul now. by Central 
Sun infinity, is taking on of 
Hierarchic! Priesthood for 
the latter is the Atomic Void 
seeking the kingship o f the 
sou l to  be able to Fire the 
W ord o f  Theocracy with the 
A ltruistic Neptunian Breath. 
T hat is what is revolving 

through the Breath and which 
you are breathing in, slowly 
becoming born of the urge of 
the inner Priesthood. )  ou 
have not got to go to 
ch u rch es: you want to just 
conic here and find the Word 
so that you can go on brio* 
fed, and your inner Priesthood 
w ill slowly awaken.

Now this kingship goes 
right back to the tunc of Saul, 
when the people cried out 
that they wanted a proper 
king, somebody- who would 
think fo r them. T h  is is where 
the inertia and the laziness of 
the soul began, and so &iul 
was set up to r the task. That 
was the red fires being carried 
up to the heights and building 
up  the mind. Samuel was the 
Priest, and eventually brought 
David into birth, who was the 
Royalty o f  Divinity.

Try to  see this os all repre
senting a  single soul creation. 
But then a king was a k ing ; 
his task was to ever bring 
»nto birth new thoughts and 
creations that kept him vibrat
ing above all other countries. 
So b e  would be master of alt 
o ther countries through his 
mind.

W here you see the theories 
o f w ar, it was oot true. Ihcv 
were too  far apart lor that. It 
was bv sheer dominance of 
the mind, and one of the 
greatest kings was Sennache
rib, who knew what it was to 
hold the world ai bay by h*s 
luuvd.

So th a  is the true uaagang
o f the kingship of the rout
I N  fn c s l  *s ever took-ng for
the p v i le f  depth he «  ever
seeking ro bund op h -s own
uitenvv) K ut. *o that he is

C on clu d ed  on p*gv 13
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HERBAL MYSTERIES 
Part 33

ttV P T IJ U K W O llT  
(Ilvrniaria Vulgaris)
by Uoi'iti Spearman*Cook

ONCT. again os i f  »ftk Into the nett understanding ol 
Solar hrrb huthindry and lit future revealnirnla, tee 
illtco tit that Ruptureviort, this month** alphabetical 

selection, bring* u* again to a herb of uncommon u*agr. It is 
also one that has been expressively used In the past for a 
wrong undeveloped purpose, as were so many others. It was 
originally Intended to be constantly consumed a* a very fine 
antidote towards colds and fevers, which unfortunately lost 
its true directive force and strength through the vast deficiency 
of the Fire manifesting In a non-purlficd creative source, 
II encefovth, it became as u cure for rather minor complaints, 
being finally classed as a subsidiary herb which was only 
capable of bcneAlllng sick souls when used with the aid of 
another. This was of the past and the Immediate present, but 
in the approaching future, a* the herbs nourbh themselves 
from the new breath, there are going to be niuny such herbs 
which will blossom Into their true path of existence. Thereby 
calling for tlic union of one another's powers to counteract 
much of the vast densiAcd states of the complicated human 
body, as the changing Fire frequencies begin to change both 
man and his created surrounding density.

★  ★  ★

Ru p t u r e w o r t  with the
additional assistance of a 

little Vervain will render help 
to the soul's vibrational status, 
for it could control their main 
arterial nervous channels from 
becoming too exposed to the 
sudden shock reaction, that 
which the prepared soul will 
eventually feci as destined 
changes begin to manifest. It 
could be quite in order for 
Rupturewort to be classified 
under the heading of a shock 
treating herb. Whereby during 
these changes will it be of 
excellent assistance to the new 
virgin mind rebirth.

When Rupturewort, and Uva 
Ursi are consumed together.

they could bring a very notice
able relief at the time of 
sudden changes within the 
mind cells of the body. Before 
continuing, it might be of 
interest to realise that many 
of these present and future 
head pains, could be encoun
tered during the alchemical 
actions which take place as 
the Word is read and studied. 
By this reaction to the Word, 
could it bring an eventual 
easing of the pain, which is not 
only registerable upon the 
head, but also other organs of 
the human body.

Most pains ore created 
through mind inertia, built up 
through the non-aspirational 
embraccment of the Word, and 
the lack of conscious recog

nition a* to the tf*i r lh rrk  
tindm<unding contained iht r< - 
in. C onvi queotfy falling to 
IniM BoU  knowledge Into *k> 
derm, a* fhal of Atomic l Ight,

Rupturewort, llochu, and * 
little Peppermint, w ill help the 
sinus disorder, and the abun
dant irritable fulneas foaling, 
which one w ill eventually 
notice around the natal arte, 
a t the inflowing Fires cleanse 
away the offending waste. For 
it will He ut this sensitised 
sinus region where the cosmic 
changes will he duly encoun
tered by man, for a  it not the 
first organ which encounters 
the inflow of die Breath, as 
one lives and breathes ? With
out any doubt the smut it the 
most important sensitised or- 
gan, end is the one which will 
reel much of the enforced 
cleansing operation as the 
Fired breath is automatically 
partaken.

These three herbs can also 
foster a comfortable lesser 
period of slumber, to souls 
labouring to master the old 
inertia creation of lunar 
depths, and to be born into 
the World of the spinning up 
of the mind. For some souls 
may find the strain a little 
severe through the lack of 
super-will. Whereby during the 
shorter period of rejuvenating 
slumber the nasal breathing 
becomes relaxed, and the herbs 
automatically react towards 
infused Laws contained within 
the now Solar inflow.

For the lunar amount of 
sleep as known in the past, can 
now be the destruction of the 
Holy Seed. Although Rupture
wort Is destined to become a 
highly appreciated herb in the 
future. It will, like most 
creations, need careful hand
ling during the forging of the 
Holy Fires, and is recommend
ed only if the soul b  willing to 
drink ample water as an 
assisting channel for its fluidic 
specific duty.

R upl til r - •U Cowslip, and *
I title 1 ocaly piluv can help it* 

i of the e&xv
creation withiat the can . by
the method of cither drinking
the infusion, or alternatively
dripping •  f r s drops into the
ear. I n n  sirnplc c u re  could
alleviate n u n y of the sleepy
sensations to he encountered.
proving that the over-supply
of watte in or mround the
organs, enowiragci sleepiness
and eventual sickness. This
sleepiness ha* been completely
mastered by Me rope here in 
the Temple, who literally spins 
herself ro regular accord with 
the Spirit. For it is she who it 
ever bringing the Holy Seed 
into birth through Divine 
aspiration;il Belief.

★  ★  ★

RUPTUREWORT’S history 
began very strangely, at a 

period when all should have 
been blended together through 
the unified Fires, but alas, as 
it so often has been, desire 
mastered man, and he severed 
himself from the path of 
rebirth, ft was once used 
during its depreciated decline, 
for embalming the heads of 
many sacred beings, and which 
deteriorated into what seemed 
a barbaric ritual of chopping 
off individual heads for a 
major disgrace. Yet which 
really was a serious initiative

I )

ti* the Almighty Heav

them i
thwr minds, it « 

• reward m Ou a]iter*
world. for by then Metope
had no i been ready (o miiMcr
aQ. am1 make it secure foe all
men to gain ascension

Man]f elevated souls of the
past ware despatched to the 
Greater Beyond, purely u> 
save them the disgrace of being 
a fallen phaeton, (or they 
would, under the Laws, then 
feel well at home on the mind 
plane that they had created 
while upon the earth. Many of 
them were despatched in the 
presence of ceremonious digni
taries who understood the 
meaning of conscious reality to 
h fairly high degree.

Many heads were severed 
with the golden sword of the 
altar, that which now, through 
the Atomic Word, Mcrope is 
doing for all men, thereby 
giving them the means of 
Divine Infinite Marriage with 
the Divine Source of the 
Central Sun. For man has ever 
RUPTURED the Seed of 
Holy manifestation, but will 
never be allowed to do so 
again.

Hence it can be seen of what 
a royal status Rupturewort was 
once required for, and answers 
the problem of its unfolding 
qualities and their future 
benefit towards the assistance 
of the new Atomic Balancing 
Powers of Outer World Space.

As we continue to unfold 
these herb depths, let us per
ceive of their use in the past 
temples. At one particular 
period they were used to 
bathe in, as the soul prepared 
for initiation and the accept
ance into schools of a higher 
rating. Which accounted for 
many of the secrets remaining 
obscure and only known to 
those behind the very walls of 
these much-guarded centres of 
Occult unfoldment. Whereby

Concluded on page 15
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going to bring into birth the 
Glorified Altruistic Neptunian 
Breath in his own matter of 
breathing. The more he raises 
his thoughts, the more he 
seeks, the greater he is going 
to breathe in of the Breath.

Whereby all becomes the 
constant Fiery Pillar o f 
Theocratic adaptability, in 
the unfolding union o f re
birth.
Now this Fiery Pillar is 

what you are building up in 
the spine.

For the Solar compulsion o f 
the higher mind is now the 
Atom ic strength o f the 
Hicrarchial Bull.
As you build up your priest

hood, you find yourself be
coming Solar-bom, and you 
are becoming of the higher 
mind. N ot two minds, for the 
conscious mind is now raised 
up to the frequency and vibra
tion of the higher mind, and 
you have the Atomic strength 
of the Hierarchial Bull. Your 
driving thought propensity is 
now taking in the Powers of 
the Great Hierarchial Glory. 

He that is taking on o f the 
Great Solar Glory through 
the inflowing Scorpionic 
Waters.
You become invulnerable. 

Mcrope is Solar-born and no
body touches her, and nobody 
can touch her. She is com
pletely protected. This is what 
was said to Abraham by the 
Lord, “Draw in of all these 
great Starry Heights, and I 
will be your shield and your 
protector.” Which means that 
if you draw in of the Solar 
Glory, Divinity is in your 
blood, and nobody can touch 
you.

Whereby all then will be 
driven through the internal 
o f the Word, driving the 
soul's Powers into polarised 
awakenment o f Divine Solar 
Consciousness.

This means that you are 
ever seeking into the internal 
depths of the Word, drawing 
out the Fires, and it is ever
lastingly going to repair and 
unfold your sensitivity and 
your frequency, and you will 
rise higher and higher and 
higher in mind ascension.

For complete Atomic Breath 
is the amplitude o f Hierar
chial fulfilm ent; fhal brought 
into being by the Virgin's 
unity with the Divine Virgin 
Ethers.
As Mcrope drew them down 

and became one with them, 
she brought the complete 
Atomic Breath into birth, and 
while she continues working 
she will do more and more, 
everlastingly raising the World 
up in competition and opposi
tion to the evils being created. 

Whereby the Hierarchial Arc 
is now radiating with royal 
Priestal Divinity, as the in
fused Relativity.
As she goes on drawing 

down the Ethers and infusing 
them into the Breath, and 
sending down the Seed that is 
rich with Spirit, the more are 
you going to receive of this, 
and you will be able to raise 
up your Arc to the royal 
Priestal Divinity. And not only 
that, but infuse your Rela
tivity, your Etheric garment, 
with the Glory of the Breath, 
and bring forth a royal Fired 
Mind.

★  ★  ★

WHEN you become Solar- 
bom, you become bora of 

Divinity, and you are automa
tically protected by the 
promise that was made to 
A braham ; “ I will he In thy 
midst.”  Once Divinity is mak
ing Itself manifest within your 
being, then the Spirit has 
risen ; you are Spirit bora, 
and you will go on seeking 
the Word, seeking to find 
yourselves refreshed by the

Word. The Word to you 
would be more than necessary. 
You will seek it desperately 
because you will feel the need 
within you for expansion.
Q. Only the Abstract Word 
penetrating the bloodstream 
can create the basic for the 
divine unfoldment!
A. That is right. You may 
have to go through quite a 
lot for this to come about, 
because you have got your
self so badly entangled in the 
‘Fall*, and the many things 
you have done through life. 
But this is where you must be 
prepared to make the ascen
sion, and you are quite 
prepared to suffer to get 
yourself free. But the greatest 
thing of all is to ‘believe*; 
that is the point, to believe.
Q. To create by belief!
A. Yes, that’s righ t; you 
will soon find if you are out 
of gear by this, because you 
will find it will ‘turn on you*, 
for the Law will demand its 
harmony. But once you make 
a big effort, once you strive, 
then you will find an air of 
protection ever mounting up 
as a Divine Ovetshadownnce. 
You draw this to you by the 
Law of Attraction. So you 
can see what you will draw to 
yourself if you are Solar-bora. 
Until you become Solar-bora, 
you won’t understand all this 
yet. You can only believe it, 
you can only feel it could he 
possible.

Mcrope has taken you now 
up to the Plane of the Mind, 
so you really have only clear
ed the Fall. You have not 
made any expansion at all. 
While those who have made 
no attempt to rise are still 
living down the pit, with the 
animal, in the animal casing. 
But the Plane of the Mind

was the ascension that should 
have begun after the descent 
of the Seven.

The descent of the Seven 
was the creation of the Seven 
Chakras within the soul. But 
it was not a descent down into 
the depths, it was an expan
sion. The soul then took on 
the negative side of desire, 
and was so happy with it that 
he went down another Seven. 
So you can see what he has 
built up for himself in the 
Fall.

So don’t blame the Hierar
chs, Divinity, or anything else 
for any pain yon may be 
passing through. Just know 
that you have had a good 
time, as you thought, in the 
past, and now you are having 
to undo i t ; but whatever you 
have gained in experience is 
not considered as evQ, but an 
experience which, if it is 
polarised, will give you untold 
wealth.

You have been treading the 
grapes, and in treading the 
grapes, you have learned 
much, and if you can polarise 
all this, look what you can 
gain out of i t ! Look what 
you could put into operation 
by an expanded m ind! But 
you have got to do the danc
ing in the Neptunian Waters.

The major thing is to keep 
that Bull driving, and never 
keep the mind still, but always 
he looking for what further 
expansion can he found with 
anything, even though it may 
appear fantastic. Thus you 
will ever he climbing the 
ladder of rebirth, and all the 
time it Is the lower ego making 
union with the higher Ego, 
and drawing from the higher 
Ego the wherewithal to make 
the union. Now this within

the soul itself is to do with 
the Corpus Callosum and the 
Inner Commissure.

The soul is ever living up 
in his heights, and his heights 
of course would be his mind ; 
not living down in your 
depths, held by your stomach 
or the lower creative organs. 
These are only faculties which 
you are using as a driving 
factory; your factory where 
everything is being driven. 
You live up in your mind, 
and you will have an astute 
mind, a quick mind, and one 
that many would envy.

Well, 1 think that you have 
been given much to think 
about, so 1 will leave it with 
you.

T h e
Divine Invocat ion

REA T Holy Magnitude of 
1 7  A LL-U G H T, the Great 
World, the Great Universe of 
seething vibrations, all alight 
with the glories o f man's mind, 
awaiting once again for that 
Dynamic Inbirth to be TH Y  
supporting Glory, that THOU  
can come and walk amongst 
all men. That THOU const 
pour down into their blood- 
life through the very Breath 
that they breathe, that they can 
awaken. and their blood open 
up with the Glories o f TH Y  
Truths, and that THOU , Great 
ONE, can be their speech.

We seek and await through 
Merope's sacrifices, through her 
Love, her Belief, that THOU  
can be Born and man become 
the True God-Essence that he 
was when he left Thy Side. 
That he can return unto THEE 
or the Prodigal, and the Great 
World o f the Crystalline Sea 
o f Divine Consciousness be 
bom. Amen.
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the aotfonointi tyt n hr tilt, in of
A rie* to Canesr, with the 
dltur 'tone in the urler plexus 
(hi* will be seen in the mxl 
p iri|rip H  with regard to Vest* 
ind her w hJ# of rebit lb 
through the soul. I'os’ivels 
which b.ive completely passed 
fin! of existence through world- 
jlncos end science ov im klnf 
the rmet end men losing the 
thread which would have solv
ed his main problem i t  the 
present moment (Men h.n lost 
all the heautv of attending to 
the spirit end attending to the 
mind ' he now only attends to 
the belly).

Every veer on the first of 
March. Ve*ta begins the march 
of her •acred fire, while the 
laurel tree (hat shades her 
hearth is renewed on the 
fifteenth of lune, when her 
temple was cleansed and puri
fied. (The fires that had been 
broup'bf down in the Vernal 
equinox had been set into 
operation, and she was clean
ing and purifying the temple 
so that she then could get pre
pared for the reaping in the 
autumn i. A few days before 
that (here was a ceremony per
formed on the ninth or June 
when the Vestalia. a public 
ceremony, was celebrated in 
honour of the goddess.

(Now the last of this to be 
brought forth was in Rome 
before Christianity took over • 
that was what gave the Romans 
such great power and such 
wealth that tocy were able to 
practically overcome or rule the 
world : they marched through 
many many count/ice. capturing 
the whole and establishing in 
each one this wisdom. Then 
ChristiamSy took over and 
everything went dead. although 
it did raise man's mind on to 
a one-god state* he never found 
the depth of the knowledge : 
the knowledge died with Rome*

M arch bring the month of 
Mars brings friction and action 
as destruction and construction 
where life is generated, (hat by 
the fifteenth which in its 
digit of ♦»* is (he number 
allotted to Venus*--the mind 
was generated into full life by 
the sun interpenetrating to the 
full on the ninth. Then all 
desire* of the animal had to be 
purged away by the fifteenth

This s s s M ha dona by 
n k h |  (he emotion* tbrovgb 
mind rsevetar hi prayer and 
/anions (bought* toward* their 
gad. This would c ssu  the 
waters to h o i and the steam 
rtanda of the mind to fine In 
upra t ed adoration and Joy t 
hot on the Pth of Jana wna the 
celebration which colmlantad 
hi Che VmUtts and wan the 
■acred service rendered to the 
Virgin C addon

This wa* reverenced very 
much in Greece add Rome, 
then i  grant sacred fire wag 
luodkd and many a  woman of 
bnanfy and purify supported •  
stsfue of (bis goddn**, f  women 
of majestic beauty dfad in 
tony robes, holding t  lighted 
torch or lamp in one hand d n  
a v s tv i howl in the other. By
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lhj«. ■* pure fhougld ami belief* 
they supped the fires and I" 
l in e  refreshed and blessed by 
the SbckiM.di, for they believed 
(hat is  they gave to llie god 
dees go they received »o 
spiritual life.

Hie Vetuls followed sarn r 
jng the ms fed Dfii while the 
Roman matrons, gild to swell 
their ranks* followed them 
barefooted, • banting praises of 
the great goddess Vesta, fib# 
the Virgin (hat rose every 
twenty-first of December and 
came to her full on June the 
fifteenth and produced of her 
child, the produce of the yeer.

While Mercury the son of (he 
mind had to be upraised and 
purged for all to be holy and 
pure, and great was the punish
ment if one of the Vestals 
allowed their fire to diminish 
(instead of the mind being in 
a chaotic state with no dTrec- 
Hon, all had to be brought into 
one direction).

By Ibis ceremony end wor* 
ship they believed that greater 
oetlvtiy end energy, generation 
end Wealth* would etirirk not 
only their own person hat the 
world at targe. In other words. 
In mss* belief they were ador* 
Ing the holy fire that cprrnud 
the Goddess and seeking of 
each to become the wealth of 
their nation and personal being. 

This could not fall, for they 
were adornftiog the heavens 
end would draw down Into 
each one power of greet force 
which they could receive by 
adoration and upraised minds j 
but meat avoid Inundation, 
Therefore the whole of Nature 
swelled with life and fructifi* 
ration which she. the Goddess, 
would In turn bn hue them 
with; for that waa the very 
essence of creation. It certainly 
waa vastly different to war 
rockets raring round the earth 
and man gfutied with desires.

AH through the ages man 
h -  drawn down thane powers
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Into his own being, believing 
that by such b* would rtplenlah 
the firm within hie own re pm 
illy, Perhaps not fully ewar* 
that the atoms of bis comple
ment were solely of these 
charges, end he was not very 
far away from the truth In 
replenishing the way ha did. 
flat orfhodosy look It Into 
their own bands and out of the 
hands of the gods | Ibos not 
only the knowledge, hut alao 
the powers have been struck 
away from human life.

When science came more 
fully into birth, theology, 
philosophy, astronomy and 
medical wisdom should have 
been ernbreegd by them, end 
together they would have been 
•me to solve the wisdom of

these powers, and their united 
power to recuperate mankind. 
But perhaps these powers 
wouJd not be acceptable on 
the stock exchange : (it would 
not bring unto those who arc 
seeking of money, the wealth 
of the pocket* but only the 
wealth of the mind: and that 
i* not what they ;*re seeking 
fo r!)

The Spirit Growth

F~]lJHIvWOR3HIP and star* 
worship went on together* 

and fife tnc most ancient of 
worship with which astronomy 
is associated. They were prachs- 
ed long before even the Dinar 
Vaar of Tronus was established, 
and which was followed by the 
Solar Year of Zeus, The 
renewal of (he year was noted 
by the return of the longest 
day or the shortest day 
ascertained from noonday 
shadow-., or by pointer stones 
at sun rising. Once upon a time 
this was the only way they were 
able to keep record of the 
phasing yean.

The ratty dale of Ifestla* 
the goddess of ike hearth* Is 
Indicated by whet Is related of 
her parentage. .She wag the 
daughter of Uranus and wife 
end sister of Return. As soon 
e* d u  was bom site was 
exposed on g mountain, but 
wgs preserved and suckled by 
some of the wild beasts of (he 
forest, and received the nant* 
of Gyhele from the mountain 
from where her life had been 
preserved*

This relates of the mystery 
of the virgin spark of the soul
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becoming e* posed at dM firm 
attempts of an Ind creation, 
when Mars as the agent of the 
hotar fire, Im pnpm lsd the 
tranec ended ooul-ies uthm It 
was immediately taken over by 
wild beget* of the forest of 
life and the fire preserved. This 
was the first throes of (hs Fall.

(Now this represents, an
many of you realise* that when 
the Fires came Into birth, they 
Immediately went down into 
the depthe and became the wild 
beaete of the eoul, the delights; 
from then onwards man grad
ually demanded more and more 
Into the depthe, taking on 
more and more of the lower 
cremtiom until, finally, Ihcae 
energies In many have become

really catastrophic. There le no 
need for ue to go Into what 
they have become, but many 
of you know.

These firee are the Fires of 
Heaven and should be preserv
ed for the mind. The reason 
why man has not any mind at 
the present moment Is because 
he has allowed these fires to 
become the beasts of the forest, 
lie will have to come to this 
understanding sooner or later, 
but at the present moment It Is 
very new and abstruse know
ledge, knowledge far beyond 
the understanding of most.

Rat U Is only when the soul 
comes down to dire destruction 
of (lie bodies—causing the 
physical body to become sick— 
that It then begins to cry out, 
and when It Is able to turn to 
the Spirit for help It then lias 
to acclaim the Truth, M1 now 
see the wisdom, otherwise I 
am going to be lost." It means 
that the soul le a very old 
eoul and ready for this wisdom, 
but has lost the Path).

The legend further relates 
that the goddess u w  a shep
herd whom she became 
enamoured by, but who repuls
ed her affection* being in Love 
with a mortal nymph, and 
rather than submit to die 
tyrannical passion of Cybcle, 
he destroyed himself and the 
goddess metamorphosed him 
into a pine tree. This is the 
young tolar god in man being 
desired by Mother Nature that 
he will serve her and fructify 
her, end not be in lova with 
mortal desires that squander 
end destroy (he firs particles.

Rut turning to mortality be 
chose death and the goddess 
metamorphosed him into a 
slate of enJfUelisilr growth of 
the lower kingdom within 
hhnself. No be becomes ssfar- 
nhed Into the stone t the 
voting eolmf god could aot 
MUfi*l the loner creation* that 
were being enforced apon him.

thus because lout to human 
existence and burled within 
the rock. It h  the solar gad 
within (he soul (hat g v u  fte 
him of his energised crvsrtftaa 
and alert mind of wisdom \ 
but cast only he built ialo 
being by mind alacrity as he 
■plus the garment of spiritual 
growth.

The Virgin Fires
D IN C E  Heitia as Cybelc 
U  represents the lunar crea
tion becoming filled with solar 
fire* she lakes on various 
nam es: she ts represented with 
keys in her hand and her head 
crowned with rising turrets, and 
sometimes with the leaves of 
an oak which represent great 
wisdom. She is also seen with 
many breasts to intimate that 
the earth gives aliment to all 
living creatures. To her daught
er who presided over the fiery 
element, Numa Pompelius con
secrated in  altar where virgins 
named Vestals maintained per
petual fire.

This of coarse had its sig
nificance In the virgin receiving 
the holy fire by her renounced 
worship, and returning the fire 
as perpetual radiation of 
spiritual parity and mind 
growth. This is understood to 
a certain degree by Pspalhm 
where they have installed 
young nuns in convents; 
through these fire Is drawn 
down into matter through the 
virgin stale and maintained in 
the vicinity of the religious 
order. Thus giving the order 
much power and strength, but 
also maintained by the soul 
who embraces celibacy and 
spins into light through mind 
creation.

It was the employment of the 
Vestals to take care (hat the 
sacred fire of Vesta was not 
extinguished, for if it ever 
happened, it was deemed the 
prognosis of great calamities 
to the state: the offender was 
punished for negligence and 
severely scourged by the high 
priest. Therefore owing to their 
position in the community, 
their privileges were great. 
They had the most honoured 
seats at the public games and 
festivals, while a lictor preced
ed them when they walked in 
public. They were also carried 
in chariots when they pleased, 
and had the power of pardon
ing criminals if they encounter
ed (hem on the way to execu
tion and the meeting was 
declared to be purely accident
al. This is equal to the giving 
forth of Unction, by their 
being filled with the holy Ghost 
both as the Virgin and Virgo 
creation.

(Sec plate on this page) 
(The young nun as the 

virgin could draw down of 
those fires into the religion: 
and that is where the virgin 
brings a lot of wealth into the 
world, for she has never been 
broken down or interpenetrat
ed ; she is the complete vessel, 
the established vessel that the 
solar light can manifest 
through. Although this may 
appear strange to you s i the 
present moment, it is wisdom 
from the past that is now being 
established once again in a 
world completely dark with 
ignorance).

Such as those that forgot 
their vow were placed in a 
large hole under the earth, 
where a bed was placed with 
a little bread, wine, oil and a 
lighted lamp. The guilty Vestal 
was stripped of the habit of 
her order and compelled to 
descend into the subterranean 
cavity, which was immediately 
shut And she was left to die 
of hunger. In the Middle Ages 
the young nun who failed her 
order waa shut up in the 
vaults in exactly the same way. 
Thus even m the atrocities, 
man ever con tinned ft mdtcai • 
ad the descent of the spirit into 
the underworld, and no greater 
understanding could be con-
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TIIR HOLY y n tn
T H I  maintaining at ths Firs Is just s i  Impsrtsnt now §s it was In snclont timet, for without Its 
• divine IKe-glving proportloi* th# soul is still Hold In the onlmtl creation, and lost in the desires 
ef the depths, fiut It the soul Hos nurtured and reverenced His Fire, then the royal wonders of 
the Virgin Mind Fiona are wafting to ho claimed, with Immortality oo the ultimata prize thsrsof. 
(fee text In sot. I ) .
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H EA LIN G  COLTHE
GREAT DIVINE ONE

WW/’E seek Thy Blessing upon these child- 
pry ren who have yet to awaken out of 

their darkness and find the inner 
glories within their being; thus bringing 
them into light, to become aware of whom and 
what they are.

Amen»

UMN
will dispose of oil the "waste 
matter* and >ou will fed  a 
lot better.

I understand that the 
Australian climate it very dry. 
and with the addition of a 
dusty atmosphere, this would 
tend to aggravate the sinus 
condition that is with you. 
Your Saturn in the 12th house 
would not help you very much 
in this respect

During the present year 
your Moon, which it passing 
round your Chart, will be 
going through Leo. so it is 
going to touch off the wealth 
which is there, which you 
should be bringing to the 
glory of the mind. Please take 
it from me, that you have a 
wonderful Chart, which has 
never been used to the extent 
of the expansion you could 
give i t

Your Moon and Sun being 
both in the 1st house, would 
bring a ‘puli' from one state 
to the other. Do be rather 
cartful of this happening, and 
try and keep yourself poised- 
up In the royalty of the Leo 
sign ; this goes back a long 
way, and in the past would 
have held the ‘royalty* that 
you should now be putting 
into operation.

There is no doubt about 
the fact that you have had 
enormous wealth, linking with 
the past, and I do feel that 
you should be giving more 
time to seeking Into your own 
royalty, whereby you would 
be helped further; but you 
may find that, with this in the 
offing, you will need a lot of 
restriction. So try renunciatioo, 
right down to the ‘nth* degree.

It has been said that we can 
live on water alone, and this

is possible, providing the spirit 
is risen and the mind is active; 
then you would find your 
inner being feeding you. Half 
of our difficulties are bom 
from the fact that we do love 
our diet. This you will find 
out when you start renouncing, 
for it is then that one longs 
for those things which, once 
opon a time, one woold not 
have given a thought to.

Do be careful not to get 
the sinus fully blocked op, for 
it is then that doctors suggest 
boring holes in that area. Try 
and avoid that at all costs, for 
I have never known this opera
tion to be successful. In any 
case, do try the Buchu tablets, 
for I am sure they will help 
you, and then with your sen
sitivity awakening, you will be 
amazed as to what wisdom you 
can bring forth.

*  ¥  *
M r. N . J. N „ Australia.
**Has constant sinus trouble."

YOU really have a magnifi
cent Chart (No. 1599), 

Mr. N., but you are not ex
pressing all the possibilities 
which are indicated there.

You have 4 Fire triplicities, 
and anybody with this amount 
should be extremely well 
breeched; apart from the fact 
that you have the Moon, 
Jupiter, Pluto and the Sun all 
•n the 1st house. Such a quan
tity of wealth would seem 
almost impossible to handle, 
unless the soul was turning 
his mind entirely towards the 
Wisdom. However, with your 
Path of Destiny in the 12th 
house, it indicates that you are 
handicapped in some way.

Australia must be a very 
wonderful place on account of 
the sunshine but 1, as an 
Occultist, would view it as 
being ‘down south* and not 
‘up north*. This means that 
you have gone to this country 
to learn a lesson, especially as 
you have the Moon in Cancer 
in the 1st house.

As you have three Planets, 
including your Sun, in Leo, it
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I vcyed of the depths and its 
I suffering than these w ords:—

V estal:
|  Spare m e ! oh spare!

P riest:
I Speak not, polluted one. 

V estal:
Yet spare m e t  

P riest:
[ Thou pleadest in vain— thy 
I destiny is fixed.

V estal:
[ Mercy, oh mercy ; tho' my sin 
I be great. Life is so beautiful I 
I cannot die ;
| And earth seems smiling with 
I intenser light,
I And flowers give forth an 
I odour ever new.

The stars look brighter still 
I than when o f old

HERBAL MYSTERIES
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the quick removal of a head 
was often the answer to some 
uncontrolled being, who was 
disrupting rules and regula
tions, bringing the School to 
disorganisation.

There was also a much 
earlier period when Rupture
wort was used for the blood, 
whereby many studying the 
mysteries, benefited from its 
fiery creation, and when per
chance periods of acute hunger 
prevailed, the very roots of 
this herb were used to revive 
the flagging spirit into a stirr
ing reaction. When it was 
taken with Wild Carrot seed 
it helped the eyes, but when 
the soul happens to be under 
the pressure of initiation, 
which can often for short 
periods cause considerable 
strain, much can be rectified by 
this herb.

Finally, Rupturewort can be 
used for the relief of rupture

indicates that you would be 
very very difficult to convince 
that you were your own w ont 
enemy,—but you are I

You have Venus and Nep
tune in the 3rd house in Virgo, 
which should give you an 
excellent mind, but you are 
not using it in the right way. 
Your M an and Uranus in 
the l l th  house indicates 
that in a previous life you 
have been closely linked with 
religion, which 1 rather feel to 
be Roman Catholicism. You 
have also done a lot of fasting, 
so that now you have to be 
very very careful about what 
you eat, otherwise everything 
you imbibe will turn to waste.

I notice that you have given 
us a list of what you cat and 
what you do not eat. Now we 
undentand from the Higher 
Powen that real true dieting 
is just living on fruit and 
water only, with no extras. If 
I had cheese, honey and yog- 
hourt. and all those things you 
are taking, I should be in a 
terrible way. At one time, 
just living on plain grapefruit 
for a fortnight, worked won
ders with me, and my physical 
fitness and extreme sensitivity 
were magnificent

People have a very very 
wrong idea about what the 
body requires. It is not the 
phy sical body which we have

/  watched them fading from  
the mountain top.
Earth, sky and air, are so 
beautiful.
I cannot, dare not, will not 
think o f death f 

P riest:
It Is thy doom I thy living 
grave Is near.
Thou hast despoiled the God
dess o f her due;
The vow thou gavest to -her 
thou hast broken,
And thou must pay the awful 
penalty !

Vestal:
The grave— a living grave— 
thou meanest it not—to ope my 
eves in tIt'ever during dark. 
To breathe a thick and frightful 
atmosphere.
Drawn from my sighs and 
dampened with my tears! 

P riest:
The Gods demand their victim !

pains, but this complaint is 
one that can only be rectified 
by the soul himself, whereby 
he has got to balance all of 
the internal bodies within him
self and disentangle his mind 
outlook, which is the main 
cause of this distortion and 
the reason why it is so difficult 
to render assistance to.

When Rupturewort is distill
ed It could be used, with a 
little composition medicine 
udded to it, as u quick remover 
of w urts; regularly apply the 
mixture by bathing and dropp
ing small drips upon it. This 
mixture transmutes the nega
tive fire within the growth and 
cleanses the tissues from solidi
fied nerve waste, that due to 
a very low frequency of mind 
outlook.

Next month we will search 
into the mysteries of Scullcap, 
and discover its unfolding 
qualities for the benefit of all.

to  nurture and sustain |  it Is 
the cthcrie body and the spirit 
which we should be concerned 
with. The body will be sustain
ed by the etberic and the spirit, 
because it is a replica of the 
spirit

I woold advise you to cut 
out a lot of the things you are 
eating. A lot of sinus trooble 
can be caused by eating 
cheese, while if too many nuts 
are eaten, or certain nul- 
meata, there could be too 
great an intake of oil into the 
body : In any case, it would 
be wise to cut down on the 
amount of these items. If you 
wish to be rid of the sinus 
trouble.

If you have not already 
taken some of the Buchu 
tablets, I would certainly re
commend you to do so, for I 
have found them to be ex
cellent. It might appear a lot 
to take at once, but I would 
suggest at least six of these 
small tablets at a time, and 
you will soon feel the benefit 
they can give you, for they

Vestal:
T /j  blasphemy to think it;
O h ! if thou ever knew,st a 
father's love,
A mother's sigh, a sister's soft 
caress.
I f  but one human sympathy be 
left.
Pardon, oh pardon f 

P riest:
Cling not around me, girl, 
touch me n o t;
The power to pardon lieth not 
in man.
Thy hour hath come.

Vestal clasping him :
/  will not Quit thee ;
Thou art a man with human 
sympathies;
Madness will touch my brain ; 
I cannot, will not yield.
Grant me some other death: 
poison or steel,
Or aught that sends me 
suddenly from earth ;
But to be wrapt in clay, and 
yet not o f it.
To feel the earth crumbling 
around my brow.
To scent its foul and noisome 
atmosphere.
Is more than frail mortality 
can bear f

This in its highest assump
tion is of the spirit entering 
into the depths after embracing 
the heights, which incurs the 
burial of mind memory, the 
foulest of all pain that the soul 
buries that it can assume the 
one face of the Janus. The 
final initiation that the disciple 
must pass through that master- 
hood can be achieved. But 
being united to Uranus, Gaea 
and the Titans, it must be 
remembered that this was the 
family in whose days the fire- 
drill was in operation, and 
Midsummer Day. the 15th of 
June, was found by the philoso
pher to be moving at the rate 
of one decree in seventy two 
years; and he knew that if this 
was not sent forth with fertility, 
those seventy two years would 
only produce barrenness for

the great Goddess of Nature. 
But apart from that, it would 
only return to him a lean 
period of an empty oil vat. This 
acounts for why the laurel, 
which was renewed every year 
for Vesta and was a tree 
sacred to the great goddess 
Gaea, was a tree that held the 
holy fire.

The mysterious secret of 
Hestia was the mes-omphalos, 
meaning the middle of the 
navel or umbilicus, and name 
of the centre part of a rose, 
or the keystone of an arch. It 
is here that the silver cord is 
attached to the spirit body and 
the channel whereby life is 
osmatised from one body to 
another. Thus what came forth 
from the virgin spark as the 
cup of Pomegranates, would 
circulate the soul and be trans
ferred by osmosis from and to 
the physical creation to the 
soul, and the past completely 
transmuted into the future.

Many mysterious rites were 
attached to this goddess, which 
bear some vital truth in an age 
of dying life. She was like 
Artemis and Athena, a maiden 
divinity, and when Apollo and 
Poseidon sued for her hand, 
she swore by the hand of Zeus 
to remain a virgin forever. A 
vessel for the holy Ghost to 
be captured and radiated forth 
as Unction and pure life. In 
this character it was that her 
sacrifice consisted of cows 
which were only one year old, 
young maiden heifers. The 
sacrifice of her virginity to the 
Divine Godhead that His Son 
can be continually given birth 
into new life. This Great Divin
ity is carried within her Robe 
and, through her, gives life to 
all men.

As this was brought forth in 
the Goddess of Nature, who
ever remains of a virgin, so is 
it brought forth within the soul. 
For the feminine principle.

while It gives up Its mind to 
the creation of the mind, that 
it ever becomes the virgin 
rising upwards, then the soul 
becomes the sage; not only 
the sage, but she also receives 
the Divine Fire of the God
head into her life, into her 
womb, and man is born into 
the very Heights.

Ail depends upon the soul, 
and the soul recognising of this 
Truth. Once you can recognise 
this Wisdom, once you can see 
why you should be labouring 
to bring the mind Into birth, 
why you should be prepared to 
renounce those things that are 
holding you back from bring
ing the one-ness, then you are 
on the road to recovery and 
the one-way-track.

I know there is much for 
you to think about, but do not 
just cany the knowledge in 
your mind. I want you to carry 
the nucleus; 1 want you to
get the idea of why you should 
be doing these things.

IX /’E call upon the Great 
** Ones to bless this Word 

and bless the establishment 
that is with each one tonight, 
that each one may go deeply 
into his own closet and think 
deeply and well as he realises 
o f the Truth that lies within 
the real activity; the true 
meaning o f sacrifice, and thus 
seeking with all his heart to 
play his part in the sad world 
to come. We seek upon the 
Fires to enter down upon this 
Word that it can take the 
knowledge and the Word out 
onto the maelstrom and stir 
the many who are seeking of 
New Life.

AMEN.
---------  + . -----
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A RES h a s  a l w a y s  b e e n  c o n s i d e r e d  t i i e  c o d  o f  w a r , b u t  t h i s  h a s  a  f a r  g r e a t e r  DEPTH THAN
the statement contends. For instance, when assisting the Trojans in their war, he took under his carr lled o r  their leader : he 
himself became wounded and fell crashing to the ground with the noise of ten thousand warriors engaged in battle, and Hectar 

(he who wouldn't be changed) being established. On another occasion he was wounded by Athene and fe lt  hi* arm our clanking and M» 
bods covering seven acres of ground, this time with the roar and destruction attending a great storm. This fa bow the will and hum af 
the soul is reformed and reborn; yet these are hot a few of the wonderful feats be has performed wherein mankind has sprouted forth 
through the armour of Ares entering into the earthy aod with rebounding storm and turmoil.

(Although Ares fa the god of war. yet he fa the god of activity, and although he may bring war within the soul he does it to bring a 
change, and even if he gets beaten down in the struggle, it forces the soul to become established. The a w l being reformed and reborn h 
the one who fa immediately broken down through the knowledge,—through the 7 of creation. It would be impossible to bring this ta 
direct word. Remember that alchemicalisation and the changing of the soul-crralion, is so intricate that it can ouls be recognised b> the 
mind when the mind has to dance with words—and in dancing with the words and in trying to understand the mystery within those 
words, the soul suddenly finds expansion. The mind, in wrestling with the words, darts forward and suddenly sees the answer. This 
represents the dancing of the birds as they dance around the she-bird trying to bring her into response: again this fa the two sides of 
the mind, one trying to tempt the other side into the harmony of expansion).

THE SEC RET OF THE M L\D  
IT / H E N  there is a continual change or a lifting up in 

expansion. then the spark o f life has to he taken from  
the mother creation. and the mother creation is the solar 
plexus where the fires are being gathered up under the navel. 
So there is a continual building-up o f the fires in the solar 
plexus, and as they war cold and are drawn down to the 
depths and then up to the heights, the soul must continually 
re-fuel the solar plexus, otherwise the mind begins to run dim. 
This is the secret o f the mind. (See text in col. 3).

But it must not be believed 
that Ares is an ill-disciplined 
so ld ier; Hera would not have 
chosen such stock. Ares was 
chosen bv the gods to wrestle 
for life, therefore was given the 
helmet of Athena and the spear 
of Zeus. What he had to  do 
was to learn how to become in 
unity with his greater brother, 
for really in all the contests of 
duality there lies the root 
cause. Prana and Kama-rupa, 
the opposite poles of the 
spectrum ; that which, when 
unified, would give his brother 
a greater status of manifesta
tion.

(They are the two sides of 
the spectrum, the opposite 
po les; one is the activity as 
the abraxas, and the other is 
the abstract mind coming forth 
out of the continual energies 
taking place within the so u l: 
the crock of gold at the bottom 
of the rainbow that is ever 
entering up into the heights, 
and in the myths you were 
told that the pixies had taken 
the pot of gold away over- 
night, the pixies being the 
species within the soul. They 
ran off with the gold the soul 
had spun up, taking it up to 
Adonis the solar god that he 
could become replenished. So 
as you really do understand 
these myths you begin to see 
the wisdom o f the change tak
ing place in the soul itself; 
and this was the wav it was 
handed down the ages).

For the time. Ares had not 
brought the best of himself into 
birth, and had only manifested 
the bloodthirsty side o f his 
character : the greater as deed 
of profound prowess and 
strength was yet to manifest, 
and would bring the great ex
hilaration between the two 
brothers and the soul would 
bring forth great wonders. And 
as we have already stated, be 
loved Aphrodite, much to the 
annoyance of Hephaestus his 
tutor, and may account for 
why he gave birth to Phobus 
and Deimus. Fright and Fear.

(Now' when the soul does not 
bring the mind into birth there 
is always an undercurrent of 
fear that takes over, literally 
giving the understanding that 
the soul has not been able to 
bring into birth full confidence. 
When knowledge is with the 
soul to the extent o f a dancing 
mind, the soul no longer finds 
fear, neither is it timid, for it 
has the answers to life which 
gives it confidence).

The Birth of Fire

BUT this seems to be the 
ways of men and only by 

such have the race survived, 
but now it demands mind 
prowess which will require 
great exhilaration between Ares 
and Aphrodite upon another 
plane of time besides H e ra ; 
thus they must now turn to 
Athene and Zeus, who will 
provide them with the tools to 
become united through the 
lightning stroke of Zeus and 
Vulcan on the plane of Helios. 
So man must not think in terms 
of brawn any longer, that 
which he has degenerated into

through sinking too deeply 
into matter.

Therefore now at a critical 
time. man. waist-deep in slime 
and sludge, must make every 
effort to  extricate himself and 
begin the journey that b  badly 
delayed through the Six Hours 
being neglected and the pot 
empty and cold. This can only 
become warm and energised 
by his turning from the lower 
form of delights and getting 
the mind exercise exhilarated 
through the prowess of the 
Word being deeply interpene
trated. Man has long forgotten 
this and knows only one sport, 
the delights of the boar.

So now having taken Aphro
dite and her lover Ares in our 
investigation, we cannot pos
sibly pass on without we give 
some thought to the goddess 
V esta; the goddess of Fire 
and the family hearth. She h  
a very important point to be 
considered, for she re-fuels the 
hearth in your mode of 
thinking. If you can motivate 
what she brings down, then 
you find yourself moving onto 
a greater alacrity of action and 
belief. The bonfires of St. 
John's Eve have a higher 
pedigree and a deeper meaning 
than many wbo tight them are 
aware.

Fire has been used in wor
ship much longer than many 
realise, not because primitives 
thought it was alive, and not 
out of fear or because it was 
a destroyer, but mainly as a 
symbol of the Sun. Sacred fire 
has ever been preserved in the 
temples with the most religious 
care, because the destruction of 
the symbol would be too 
suggestive of the extinction of 
the Sun itself. Ceremonies of 
renewing the sacred flame were 
imitative of the light and life 
of Nature passing on from the 
old sun to the new, and from 
the dying year to the successor.

(Now that is what is brought 
down upon this altar, the Spirit 
F ire : and those who have of 
the Spirit eye and the powers 
of clairvoyance can sec those 
flames rising up from the altar. 
It is not a matter of reverencing 
the religious factor, but the 
Powers that are brought down 
which belong to the Gods and 
now become your powers).

Hestia or Vesta is the god
dess of the fire of life burning 
on the hearth, and she dwells 
in the fire ; so by that it can be 
seen that she is the generator. 
The hearth is at the same time 
the altar on which sacrifices 
are offered to the soul's own 
domestic gods, their personal 
desires, while the house is a 
temple of Vesta, both spiritu
ally and physically. But for all 
that, the public sanctuary* once 
united all citizens into one 
large family, and its altar was 
the symbol of citizen brother
hood and a common worship. 
This place of assembly was the

focus of the citizens where the 
goddess had her special shrine 
with a statue and a holy hearth.

Later on, in more advanced 
states, this public hearth was 
the sacred asylum in every 
town where the State received 
its guests and ambassadors and 
the Senate had to act the part 
of host In man spiritually, this 
represents every cell, organ and 
specie as being a spark of the 
fire from the main generative 
organ, and when a colony was 
sent out onto a new plane, the 
emigrants took the fire from 
that of the Mother town (Can
cer) which was to bum on the 
hearth of their new home.

(See plate above)
The moving up onto another 

plane of expression comes 
about through this fire activat
or, and when souls are slack 
in their action of mind genera
tion, they are not assisted by 
Uranus sending to  them the 
electrical spark of recognition. 
So enter onto the next plane as 
in a wilderness, to find them
selves wandering about in blank 
darkness: this is the time the

soul resorts to  drugs and 
stimulants of a drastic nature, 
to only add destruction to their 
own natural fires.

Mind and mind generation is 
the only answer, and the more 
this is put into operation, the 
more the fire is fuelled and 
stoked. Fire was only in many 
ways a symbol of the Sun, and 
in primitive times It was 
imagined that the Sun was a 
new fire kindled every morning. 
The diurnal motion of the 
heavens on its invisible axis, 
calling into existence the morn
ing Sun, seemed to men to  be 
like the twirling of the fircstick, 
that by which they were 
accustomed to produce spark 
and flame.

(The taking in of the solar 
rays is taking in the Cosmic fire 
down into the bloodstream and 
slowly weaving it up through 
alchemicalisation, bringing an 
interbirth within the soul).

To produce fire, the native 
tribes would take two pieces of 
dry soft wood, one piece being

fiat, the ocher stuped mbs an 
obtuse pcani at one and, and by 
pressing d upon the other, 
turned d  ninthly bv hoidmg it 
between both of their hand*, 
often shifting thee hands up 
and down to increase the 
pressure aa much as possible. 
By this method they were able 
to get tea In h a  than mo 
minutes, and frees the n a l n t  
spark they mcrcaacd ;t s t g  
great speed and dexterity. Thu 
symbolised m their — >4 
though possibly sot to the 
extent U could have done, the 
Yod o f Life which was ictne 
through all forms of errsttaa.

(The Yod of life  b  the 
Great Fires of God, the Great 
Fires of the Heavenly One 
everlastingly trying to pene
trate the soul through the 
Uranian Firesk 

Another method was by 
drilling one piece of Aiaai 
wood into another, aad by 
pulling a string bed to tt with 
a jerk with one hand, the other 
slackened, and so alternatively 
till the wood took fire. The fire 
was then received on flax held 
in the hand of an assistant 
This was used very much in 
India and was equal to ibe 
Esquimaux thong-drill as re
birth of the Word through 
mind agitation.

All this is pointing out that 
the primitive was not blind to 
the fact of agitation that 
brought fire into existence: 
thus aware unconsciously of 
yet a greater factor regarding 
the Fire of Life.

(It is man today who has 
lost all this know ledge, com
pletely absorbed in woridknexs. 
and has lost the very key as to 
how he can remedy bis difficul
ties. This will only come to the 
•soul when he begins to make 
his return journey through 
relativity, for many things will 
be revealed then that could not 
be made known until all had 
been fulfilled in one direction. 
Man had to go through the 
whole extension from A to Z 
before be could begin to cry 
out in pain. Then he began to 
sav, “Why am 1 m this stale ? 
Why am I suffering ?“ Well, 
you never made activity from 
A to Z. This is why so much 
was made in prophecy regard
ing the Aquarian equinox when 
the Water Pot would run drvX

Fire as the 
Symbol of Activity

HESTIA is the hearth*stone 
ox basement piece upon 

which the tire-drill works in the 
bouse. Scorpio to Taurus with 
Aries going forth to embrace 
it. So since the fire-drill is 
made to symbolise the axis of 
the universe and every sacred 
fire is a symbol of the Sun. 
therefore sacred, the hearth re
presents the place of sun-rise 
It represents the place of the 
sun's annual renewal as though 
the luminary had waxed old 
and died, but was reborn like 
the phoenix, as was seen on 
St. John's Eve.

The hearth-stone of the soul 
is found in the quadrature of

C ontinued  on Page 14
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